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Vortices are prevalent in fluid dynamics

• two dimensional turbulence: vorticity 
arranges into coherent vortices which 
move and interact

• each vortex `feels’ the effect of others in 
terms of motion and a time-dependent, 
irrotational straining field 

• vortices occasionally interact closely and 
highly nonlinearly 

• also vortices in three dimensions
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Figure 2. (a) For caption see facing page.
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Geophysical applications

• contour dynamics simulations of 
stratospheric south polar vortex

• vortex forced by topography

• vortex has a coherent m=3 mode 

• vortex has `surf zone’ of enhanced 
mixing

• interactions between mode and 
mixing

Waugh 1993



Mixing and spreading of vortices

• basic mechanism:

• vortex is distended by external, irrotational 
strain flow

• vortex winds up fluctuations

• vorticity mixes and vortex spreads

• response to external strain depends on the 
vortex profile

• profile depends on the spreading

The persistence of non-axisymmetric vortices 143
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Figure 1. The evolution of a Gaussian vortex initially deformed into a 2:1 ellipse. The simulation
is conducted at extremely high resolution using the numerical algorithm described in §3 in a doubly
periodic box. A basic grid of 5122 is used, but vorticity structures are retained down to a tenth of
the grid scale. This resolution is used in all subsequent simulations except where noted. The times
shown are t = 0, 3, 11, 18, 27 and 100 (a–f ), in units of T = 4!/"max . A time step of #t = 0.025
was used in all simulations; the value of #t is not constrained by numerical stability.

Dritschel 1998



Axisymmetrization or cat’s eye formation

• weak perturbations axisymmetrize

• stronger ones can leave persistent 
cat’s eyes, linked to an approximate 
normal mode on the vortex

• this is all for two-dimensional Euler/
Navier-Stokes equation 
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Figure 3. The evolution of three di!erent initial vortices: (a) for a = 0, (b) for a = 0.2 and
(c) for a = 0.4. Time proceeds downwards; the times shown are t = 2, 8, 20 and 100.

passive (note, the disturbance vorticity is not removed until it has reached a tenth
of the grid scale, i.e. about a thousandth of the vortex radius, a scale which is far
smaller than in any previous simulation of this process; higher resolution is considered
immediately below).Dritschel 1998



Our context and goals:

• role of dynamics in the mixing and spreading of vortices

• how does the vortex profile affect the mixing?

• how does the mixing affect the vortex profile?

• what does a Gaussian vortex evolve into? 

• two-dimensional Euler/Navier-Stokes equation

• weak, random, external irrotational strain
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of the profile on a long time scale and numerical experiments are performed. We attempt
to throw more light on the processes involved by examining the BLSY model in §3. In
many ways it is the results in these two sections that are the main ones in the paper:
in §§4 and 5 we develop the theory and numerical methods that underpin the results
obtained. (These sections can be safely skipped by the reader in the knowledge that no
key results will be missed.) Finally §6 o!ers some concluding discussion.

2. Gaussian vortex in random strain
We use the equations for inviscid planar flow written in the form

!t" = J(#, "), " = !"2#, (2.1)

with the velocity field u = (r!1!!#,!!r#) in plane polar coordinates (r, $) and rJ(a, b) #
(!ra)(!!b)!(!!a)(!rb). We begin with an axisymmetric vortex, and adopt non-dimensional
units based on its width and circulation. For example, our initial condition of a Gaussian
vortex is

" = " = (4%)!1e!r2/4, (2.2)
where " is the mean vorticity profile, averaged over $. With a general vorticity profile
is an associated mean stream function #, angular velocity & and vorticity gradient r'
given by

" = !r!1!r(r!r#), & = !r!1!r#, ' = r!1!r". (2.3)
We now impose a weak, external strain field on the vortex by requiring that

#(r, $, t) $ (!2%)!1 log r + (q(t)rmeim! + c. c. (r %&). (2.4)

This is the monopolar field from the vortex plus the e±im! components of a general mul-
tipolar field of complex amplitude (q(t) with 0 < ( ' 1. The resulting flow is irrotational
outside the vortex, at radii where " is e!ectively zero. We will focus on the case m = 2
numerically, that of external strain, but leave the general value of m in the mathematical
development for clarity. (We note that m = 1 gives translations and no mixing while we
expect modes m > 2 to be similar to m = 2.)

The time dependence of the statistically stationary external flow is given by the cor-
relation function of q(t) and we shall consider two cases. The first of these is a flow that
is delta correlated in time so that

(q(t)q"(t#)) = )(t! t#), w(p) = 1; (2.5)

here w(p) is a weight function which is simply noted here but is derived later from the
correlation function. Physically, this function described the contribution to frequency p
from the random function q(t).

Our second example has a peak at a rotational frequency b and an exponential fall-o!

(q(t)q"(t#)) =
a

2
e!a|t!t!| e!imb(t!t!), w(p) =

a2

(p!mb)2 + a2
, (2.6)

so that the weight is largest around frequencies p = mb. The delta correlated case is
recaptured in the limit a %& for any fixed b.

Now consider the evolution of the flow and vorticity field, for example starting from
the Gaussian initial condition (2.2). As time proceeds so the external flow generates
fluctuations, that is components proportional to e±im! in the vorticity field. For small
( these are weak and governed by the equations for vorticity, linearised about the mean
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angular velocity



Mathematical development: key steps

• weakly nonlinear approach

• for each p we have a stability problem: linear response of the vortex to mode 
m at frequency p. Large response at the resonant radius r with 

• we compute this numerically and then calculate the transport of vorticity

• result is a diffusion equation for the mean profile

Randomly strained two-dimensional vortices 5

profile !. There is then a feedback, of magnitude "2, from the quadratic terms, which
leads to a slow drift of the mean profile !, on a long time scale, # = "2t.

We can therefore consider the mean profile to be a function of r and # and derive a
di!usion equation for !(r, #) by averaging,

$!! + r!1$r(rF ) = 0, F (r) = !%(r)$r!, (2.7)

with a radial vorticity flux F and an e!ective di!usivity taking the form

%"(r) = m2r!2|C(p)|2w(p), p " m&(r). (2.8)

In (2.7) and (2.8), % and %" are not quite the same: % is actually a smoothed version
of %" with a smoothing parameter ' # 1. We gloss over this di!erence for now but will
return to it shortly. We note that the quantities &, %, %", F and C also change with #
as the underlying profile ! evolves but we suppress this dependence for brevity: only the
specification of the random forcing, w(p), is independent of # . Instead it is more useful
to emphasize the dependence of quantities on radius r or frequency p.

The content of equation (2.8) is worthy of some comment; to begin with m2r!2 is
simply a geometrical factor. Then, at a given radius r, there is a crucial link to a frequency
p via the angular velocity &(r): it is at this frequency that the external forcing is resonant
with the motion of fluid elements. This accounts for the weighting factor w(p) in the
formula. Finally the quantity C(p) captures the response of the vortex to the external
frequency p. This is obtained by solving the linear problem for the perturbation vorticity
to a vortex at a frequency p, with a critical layer at the radius r, and extracting C(p),
the weight of the singular solution there which controls the transport. This has to be
done numerically at each value of radius r to obtain C(p) for the corresponding value of
p and so the e!ective di!usivity %"(r).

We note that the resulting di!usion equation is highly nonlinear and nonlocal. For
a given profile ! at some time # , the angular velocity & is obtained by integration,
as in (2.3). But more importantly, the response C(p) at a given frequency depends on
the whole vorticity profile, through integration of an ordinary di!erential equation (5.5)
below involving the angular velocity & and vorticity gradient r(, linked in turn to !.
These features make analytical progress a formidable challenge, at least in any general
case, but can be dealt with numerically.

To complete this section we mention the case of a passive scalar field ). If we take
a flow field with a fixed angular velocity &(r) and simply add on the non-axisymmetric
component of the random strain field (2.4) to obtain a prescribed, purely kinematic flow
field, the resulting radial scalar flux is F = !%scalar(r)$r) with

%scalar(r) = m2r!2r2mw(p), p " m&(r). (2.9)

This is in agreement with results given in BG, up to normalisation. For large r, C(p) $ rm

and so this is also the large-r form of the e!ective di!usivity (2.8).
Notice that in the delta correlated case w(p) = 1, the scalar e!ective di!usivity (2.9)

has no dependence on the axisymmetric component of the flow field whatsoever. This is
a result of the limit of delta correlation: the external flow changes so rapidly that the
advection by the axisymmetric flow component is irrelevant. This is not the case for the
fully dynamical vorticity problem: even in the delta correlated case, the profile enters into
the quantity C(p) in (2.8). In some loose sense, the behaviour of the vortex introduces a
‘memory’ into the problem: if a blob of passive scalar is moved to a di!erent radius there
is no dynamical response, whereas for a blob of vorticity the global flow field continues
to evolve on its own time scale: this is the rebound phenomenon of BG, discussed in the
introduction and now understood as quasi-mode damping.
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advection by the axisymmetric flow component is irrelevant. This is not the case for the
fully dynamical vorticity problem: even in the delta correlated case, the profile enters into
the quantity C(p) in (2.8). In some loose sense, the behaviour of the vortex introduces a
‘memory’ into the problem: if a blob of passive scalar is moved to a di!erent radius there
is no dynamical response, whereas for a blob of vorticity the global flow field continues
to evolve on its own time scale: this is the rebound phenomenon of BG, discussed in the
introduction and now understood as quasi-mode damping.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. E!ective di!usivity (a) !(r) plotted for the Gaussian vortex at " = 0 (with the
scalar di!usivity shown dotted), and (b) !(y) plotted for the BLSY model at " = 0.

2.1. Numerical results
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profile !. There is then a feedback, of magnitude "2, from the quadratic terms, which
leads to a slow drift of the mean profile !, on a long time scale, # = "2t.

We can therefore consider the mean profile to be a function of r and # and derive a
di!usion equation for !(r, #) by averaging,

$!! + r!1$r(rF ) = 0, F (r) = !%(r)$r!, (2.7)

with a radial vorticity flux F and an e!ective di!usivity taking the form

%"(r) = m2r!2|C(p)|2w(p), p " m&(r). (2.8)

In (2.7) and (2.8), % and %" are not quite the same: % is actually a smoothed version
of %" with a smoothing parameter ' # 1. We gloss over this di!erence for now but will
return to it shortly. We note that the quantities &, %, %", F and C also change with #
as the underlying profile ! evolves but we suppress this dependence for brevity: only the
specification of the random forcing, w(p), is independent of # . Instead it is more useful
to emphasize the dependence of quantities on radius r or frequency p.

The content of equation (2.8) is worthy of some comment; to begin with m2r!2 is
simply a geometrical factor. Then, at a given radius r, there is a crucial link to a frequency
p via the angular velocity &(r): it is at this frequency that the external forcing is resonant
with the motion of fluid elements. This accounts for the weighting factor w(p) in the
formula. Finally the quantity C(p) captures the response of the vortex to the external
frequency p. This is obtained by solving the linear problem for the perturbation vorticity
to a vortex at a frequency p, with a critical layer at the radius r, and extracting C(p),
the weight of the singular solution there which controls the transport. This has to be
done numerically at each value of radius r to obtain C(p) for the corresponding value of
p and so the e!ective di!usivity %"(r).

We note that the resulting di!usion equation is highly nonlinear and nonlocal. For
a given profile ! at some time # , the angular velocity & is obtained by integration,
as in (2.3). But more importantly, the response C(p) at a given frequency depends on
the whole vorticity profile, through integration of an ordinary di!erential equation (5.5)
below involving the angular velocity & and vorticity gradient r(, linked in turn to !.
These features make analytical progress a formidable challenge, at least in any general
case, but can be dealt with numerically.

To complete this section we mention the case of a passive scalar field ). If we take
a flow field with a fixed angular velocity &(r) and simply add on the non-axisymmetric
component of the random strain field (2.4) to obtain a prescribed, purely kinematic flow
field, the resulting radial scalar flux is F = !%scalar(r)$r) with

%scalar(r) = m2r!2r2mw(p), p " m&(r). (2.9)

This is in agreement with results given in BG, up to normalisation. For large r, C(p) $ rm

and so this is also the large-r form of the e!ective di!usivity (2.8).
Notice that in the delta correlated case w(p) = 1, the scalar e!ective di!usivity (2.9)

has no dependence on the axisymmetric component of the flow field whatsoever. This is
a result of the limit of delta correlation: the external flow changes so rapidly that the
advection by the axisymmetric flow component is irrelevant. This is not the case for the
fully dynamical vorticity problem: even in the delta correlated case, the profile enters into
the quantity C(p) in (2.8). In some loose sense, the behaviour of the vortex introduces a
‘memory’ into the problem: if a blob of passive scalar is moved to a di!erent radius there
is no dynamical response, whereas for a blob of vorticity the global flow field continues
to evolve on its own time scale: this is the rebound phenomenon of BG, discussed in the
introduction and now understood as quasi-mode damping.

For a passive scalar
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we give numerical results for this in the next section, with some analytical justification
in §4.3. In the BLSY model there is a range of radii for which a fine scale instability
can occur: a weak small-scale perturbation, wave number k ! 1, on the vorticity profile
has a growth rate proportional to k2. This e!ect, which is natural given the runaway
flattening process described above, gives results sensitive to grid scale, no matter what
the numerical scheme. The same e!ect appears to occur for the evolution of the Gaussian
vortex.

Therefore to obtain numerical results that have a clear mathematical setting, that
is are independent of resolution, we impose a cap on the values of the di!usivity, and
smooth the di!usivity over a small length scale. Specifically once we have computed !!(r)
from (2.8), we replace it by

! = !scalarG!F!(!!/!scalar), (2.10)

Here we first normalise ! using the scalar di!usivity, which grows with a power law
dependence in (2.9). The first operation then caps this at a level ""1,

F!(s) = ""1 tanh(s"), (2.11)

and the second smooths it over a scale of order "

(G!f)(s) = #"1/2""1

! !!

"!!
e"(s"s!)2/!2

f(s#) ds. (2.12)

This smoothing is taken over " = 3 standard deviations of the Gaussian, and is done
numerically from r = "" to r = r0 " "": this covers all the radii at which fine structure
develops and structure in the di!usivity and vorticity profile is prevented at scales smaller
than ".

Introducing a smoothing parameter in this way is not ideal, and the instabilities ob-
served strictly show that the multiple scale framework is breaking down. However smooth-
ing the distribution of ! is physically natural. The point is that in our weakly nonlinear
framework there is no mechanism to saturate the response to an external frequency if the
vortex profile develops a neutral normal mode. However in the original unscaled problem
nonlinearity will step in and limit the excursions of fluid particles. In fact if a vortex is
subjected to a single frequency p for a long time, there follows the development of cat’s
eyes of a width $1/2 in the vortex profile. This is the width of the resonance, limited
by the local gradient of angular velocity (which incidentally does not generate the same
fine scales as the vorticity profile). It is thus natural to limit ! to be smooth over scales
" = O($1/2). Similarly the di!usivity is dimensionally LU = O($3/2) for motion across
a cat’s eye of width L = O($1/2) with velocity U = O($): however this is on the short t
time scale and corresponds to a limit ! = O($"1/2) on the long % time scale.

In short it is natural to introduce a parameter " of order $1/2 and to use it to smooth
the e!ective di!usivity over scales " and cap at values ""1. We normalise by the scalar
di!usivity in order not to cap the algebraic growth of ! for large r, which is reasonable
as this is the true e!ect of random strain, with its growing velocity field as r # $. As
we do not have any more systematic way to estimate " and its dependence on radius and
time, we will take it constant for each run and explore the consequences as it is reduced.

Another view of our results and the e!ect of the choice of " is shown in figure 3.
These panels depict the evolution of the vorticity gradient &r'(r, %) (left) and e!ective
di!usivity !(r, %) (right) in space-time or ‘butterfly’ diagrams. The three cases correspond
to those shown in figure 2. In (a) the parameter " is largest and we have some outgoing
ripples and the formation of a sharp edge to the vortex, whereas in (b,c) we see the
formation of a staircase, of finer and finer scales as " is reduced. As % increases so steps
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We note that the resulting di!usion equation is highly nonlinear and nonlocal. For
a given profile ! at some time # , the angular velocity & is obtained by integration,
as in (2.3). But more importantly, the response C(p) at a given frequency depends on
the whole vorticity profile, through integration of an ordinary di!erential equation (5.5)
below involving the angular velocity & and vorticity gradient r(, linked in turn to !.
These features make analytical progress a formidable challenge, at least in any general
case, but can be dealt with numerically.

To complete this section we mention the case of a passive scalar field ). If we take
a flow field with a fixed angular velocity &(r) and simply add on the non-axisymmetric
component of the random strain field (2.4) to obtain a prescribed, purely kinematic flow
field, the resulting radial scalar flux is F = !%scalar(r)$r) with

%scalar(r) = m2r!2r2mw(p), p " m&(r). (2.9)

This is in agreement with results given in BG, up to normalisation. For large r, C(p) $ rm

and so this is also the large-r form of the e!ective di!usivity (2.8).
Notice that in the delta correlated case w(p) = 1, the scalar e!ective di!usivity (2.9)

has no dependence on the axisymmetric component of the flow field whatsoever. This is
a result of the limit of delta correlation: the external flow changes so rapidly that the
advection by the axisymmetric flow component is irrelevant. This is not the case for the
fully dynamical vorticity problem: even in the delta correlated case, the profile enters into
the quantity C(p) in (2.8). In some loose sense, the behaviour of the vortex introduces a
‘memory’ into the problem: if a blob of passive scalar is moved to a di!erent radius there
is no dynamical response, whereas for a blob of vorticity the global flow field continues
to evolve on its own time scale: this is the rebound phenomenon of BG, discussed in the
introduction and now understood as quasi-mode damping.
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and the fourth term (D) are of order k only, and we neglect these in comparison with
terms of order k2. The second term (B) is

!"2
y #$ = !µk2! sin ky, (4.36)

which is the usual di!usion of the perturbation, while the third term (C) involves the
leading, order k2 quantity

"y #! " 2%µk2m2|M(my)|4w(my)[(my ! Lr(my)) cos ky ! Li(my) sin ky]. (4.37)

Now plainly the cos ky term here gives wave motion, but the sin ky term can give growth
or decay. Combining terms from (B) and (C) gives the (real) growth rate of the mode as

& = !k2!! 2%k2m2|M(my)|4w(my)Li(my)(1 + "y$). (4.38)

Using the definition of ! from (3.2) and Li from (4.18), this can finally be written in the
form

&(y) =
!(y)2k2

m2w(my)
!
Li(my)2 ! (my ! Lr(my))2

"
. (4.39)

Thus we have a highly unstable behaviour, with wave number k possessing an order k2

growth rate if this term is positive, i.e. if Li is su"ciently large. For the initial condition
of a constant gradient $ # 0 we have Lr = 0, Li = !%, giving formula (3.5) with
amplification of modes in the range |y| < %/m. Note that while the limitations of such a
local theory of instability are well-known, the calculation is instructive as simple means
to understand the behaviour seen numerically. In fact the range of y for which modes are
predicted to grow is in fair agreement with the emergence of fine scales in figure 5.

5. Theory and numerical method for a Gaussian vortex
5.1. Analytical development

We start with the governing equations (2.1–2.4) and for ' $ 1 introduce a long time
scale ( = '2t, with

)(y, t, () = )(y, () + ')̂(y, t, ()eim! + c. c.+ · · · , (5.1)

*(y, t, () = *(y, () + '*̂(y, t, ()eim! + c. c.+ · · · . (5.2)

Again dropping the hats yields equations for the fluctuating quantities

"t) + im+) + im,* = 0, !) = ("2
r + r!1"r ! r!2m2)* (5.3)

which evolve in the angular velocity field and background vorticity gradient given in (2.3)
in terms of the mean profile. On the longer, ( time scale, the mean profile obeys

"") + r!1"r(rF ) = 0, F = 2mr!1 Im%)*"&. (5.4)

Our aim again is to solve the fluctuating problem and then derive the feedback on the
mean profile, in a form suitable for numerical time stepping. In Laplace transform space
we have to solve

#) # !("2
r + r!1"r ! r!2m2) #* =

,(r)
p/m! +(r)

#* (5.5)

for #*(r, p) with
#*(r, p) ' rm#q(p) (r ()) (5.6)
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• expansion

• linear problem (dropping hats)

• feedback to mean profile, time and ensemble averaged
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• frequency p in LT space: we need to solve

• and the solution is

• where the local expansion near the resonant radius r for the given p is
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local theory of instability are well-known, the calculation is instructive as simple means
to understand the behaviour seen numerically. In fact the range of y for which modes are
predicted to grow is in fair agreement with the emergence of fine scales in figure 5.

5. Theory and numerical method for a Gaussian vortex
5.1. Analytical development

We start with the governing equations (2.1–2.4) and for ' $ 1 introduce a long time
scale ( = '2t, with

)(y, t, () = )(y, () + ')̂(y, t, ()eim! + c. c.+ · · · , (5.1)

*(y, t, () = *(y, () + '*̂(y, t, ()eim! + c. c.+ · · · . (5.2)

Again dropping the hats yields equations for the fluctuating quantities

"t) + im+) + im,* = 0, !) = ("2
r + r!1"r ! r!2m2)* (5.3)

which evolve in the angular velocity field and background vorticity gradient given in (2.3)
in terms of the mean profile. On the longer, ( time scale, the mean profile obeys

"") + r!1"r(rF ) = 0, F = 2mr!1 Im%)*"&. (5.4)

Our aim again is to solve the fluctuating problem and then derive the feedback on the
mean profile, in a form suitable for numerical time stepping. In Laplace transform space
we have to solve

#) # !("2
r + r!1"r ! r!2m2) #* =

,(r)
p/m! +(r)

#* (5.5)

for #*(r, p) with
#*(r, p) ' rm#q(p) (r ()) (5.6)
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and !!(r, p) zero at the origin. We formally write the solution as

!!(r, p) = M(r, p)!q(p), !"(r, p) = N(r, p)!q(p). (5.7)

As discussed by Briggs, Daugherty & Levy (1970), there is a singularity whenever
p = m#(r) for some r and the behaviour near such points is relevant to us. Suppose we
consider a fixed value p = m#(s) for any s, and vary r; then the solution to the above
di!erential equation has the following behaviour as r approaches s. For the vorticity we
have

N(r, p) = !C(p)µ(s)(r ! s)!1 + · · · , (5.8)
while the stream function has the form

M(r, p) = C(p)[1 + µ(s)(r ! s) log(s ! r) + · · · ] + D(p)[(r ! s) + · · · ] (5.9)

for r < s, and

M(r, p) = C(p)[1 + µ(s)(r ! s)(log(r ! s) + i$) + · · · ] + D(p)[(r ! s) + · · · ] (5.10)

for r > s. The coe"cients C and D depend on p and are fixed by the boundary conditions
at r = 0 and infinity. The quantity µ(s) = %(s)/&s#(s) while the angle $ is a phase shift
which is chosen to select the correct branch of the logarithmic singularity in !!. We have
in mind letting the point p approach the real axis from above. For &s#(s) > 0, the point
s approaches from above and the phase shift is $ = ' whereas if &s#(s) < 0 (as in the
Gaussian vortex), it approaches from below and $ = !'.

We now turn to the problem of the feedback on the mean profile, for which we need

(!2')2"!(r, t)""(r, t)# =
"

!
dp

"

!!
dp# M(r, p)N"(r, p#)

i

p ! p#
e!i(p!p!)t, (5.11)

for the delta correlated case. For each value of p we close the p# contour. The situation is
depicted in figure 6, if my is replaced by m#(r). From (5.8) with p# = m#(s#) replacing
p there is a pole in N(r, p#) as now p# varies, which takes the form

N(r, p#) = !C(m#(r))m%(r)(m#(r) ! p#)!1 + · · · (5.12)

(using the definition of µ). After picking up the residues from the two poles p# = p and
p# = m#(r) of the p# integration we are left with

(!2')"!(r, t)""(r, t)# =
"

!
dp M(r, p)

#
N"(r, p) ! m%(r)C"(m#(r))

p ! m#(r)
e!i(p!m!(r))t

$
.

(5.13)
The argument then follows that for the BLSY model after equation (4.27). The singularity
at p = m#(r) is removable and so we can move the # contour to the real axis and reverse
its direction. Away from p = m#(r) the exponential averages to zero, and the product
M(r, p)N"(r, p) is real (as !! is a real multiple of !" in (5.5)). In the O(t!1) neighbourhood
of p = m#(r) only, there is a contribution to the imaginary part, leaving

2' Im"!(r, t)""(r, t)# = 'm%(r)|C(m#(r))|2. (5.14)

The resulting flux can be written as

F = !((r)&r", ((r) = m2r!2|C(m#(r))|2. (5.15)

Similarly, for advection of a passive scalar we instead solve

&t) + im#) = !im%! = !im%rmq(t), (5.16)

where #(r) is the angular velocity of a given flow field and % = r!1&r) to obtain (2.9).
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messy but can be done numerically for each p
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Numerical problems ....

• results sensitive to time-stepping, grid spacing, and precision used! Also 
issues of neutral modes

• bad news: smooth and cap the diffusivity to see what is going on

• physical motivation: break down of two-scale system

• link smoothing/capping to value of epsilon used
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we give numerical results for this in the next section, with some analytical justification
in §4.3. In the BLSY model there is a range of radii for which a fine scale instability
can occur: a weak small-scale perturbation, wave number k ! 1, on the vorticity profile
has a growth rate proportional to k2. This e!ect, which is natural given the runaway
flattening process described above, gives results sensitive to grid scale, no matter what
the numerical scheme. The same e!ect appears to occur for the evolution of the Gaussian
vortex.

Therefore to obtain numerical results that have a clear mathematical setting, that
is are independent of resolution, we impose a cap on the values of the di!usivity, and
smooth the di!usivity over a small length scale. Specifically once we have computed !!(r)
from (2.8), we replace it by

! = !scalarG!F!(!!/!scalar), (2.10)

Here we first normalise ! using the scalar di!usivity, which grows with a power law
dependence in (2.9). The first operation then caps this at a level ""1,

F!(s) = ""1 tanh(s"), (2.11)

and the second smooths it over a scale of order "

(G!f)(s) = #"1/2""1

! !!

"!!
e"(s"s!)2/!2

f(s#) ds. (2.12)

This smoothing is taken over " = 3 standard deviations of the Gaussian, and is done
numerically from r = "" to r = r0 " "": this covers all the radii at which fine structure
develops and structure in the di!usivity and vorticity profile is prevented at scales smaller
than ".

Introducing a smoothing parameter in this way is not ideal, and the instabilities ob-
served strictly show that the multiple scale framework is breaking down. However smooth-
ing the distribution of ! is physically natural. The point is that in our weakly nonlinear
framework there is no mechanism to saturate the response to an external frequency if the
vortex profile develops a neutral normal mode. However in the original unscaled problem
nonlinearity will step in and limit the excursions of fluid particles. In fact if a vortex is
subjected to a single frequency p for a long time, there follows the development of cat’s
eyes of a width $1/2 in the vortex profile. This is the width of the resonance, limited
by the local gradient of angular velocity (which incidentally does not generate the same
fine scales as the vorticity profile). It is thus natural to limit ! to be smooth over scales
" = O($1/2). Similarly the di!usivity is dimensionally LU = O($3/2) for motion across
a cat’s eye of width L = O($1/2) with velocity U = O($): however this is on the short t
time scale and corresponds to a limit ! = O($"1/2) on the long % time scale.

In short it is natural to introduce a parameter " of order $1/2 and to use it to smooth
the e!ective di!usivity over scales " and cap at values ""1. We normalise by the scalar
di!usivity in order not to cap the algebraic growth of ! for large r, which is reasonable
as this is the true e!ect of random strain, with its growing velocity field as r # $. As
we do not have any more systematic way to estimate " and its dependence on radius and
time, we will take it constant for each run and explore the consequences as it is reduced.

Another view of our results and the e!ect of the choice of " is shown in figure 3.
These panels depict the evolution of the vorticity gradient &r'(r, %) (left) and e!ective
di!usivity !(r, %) (right) in space-time or ‘butterfly’ diagrams. The three cases correspond
to those shown in figure 2. In (a) the parameter " is largest and we have some outgoing
ripples and the formation of a sharp edge to the vortex, whereas in (b,c) we see the
formation of a staircase, of finer and finer scales as " is reduced. As % increases so steps
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• high diffusion around r=4
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• low diffusion where steep 

• runaway mechanism
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Figure 2. Evolution of a Gaussian vortex with smoothing (a) ! = 0.02, (b) ! = 0.015 and
(c) ! = 0.01. The curves show a sequence of vorticity profiles " (left panels) and e!ective
di!usivities log # (right panels), plotted against r. In each panel the curves are separated by
additive constants and given for $ = 0, 0.05, 0.1, etc., reading up the curves.

2(b,c) show the evolution with smaller values of !, so less smoothing and capping. Here
we see a more complex picture emerging, in which the profile develops fine scale steps
initially, followed by merger. Where the profile is flat the e!ective di!usivity takes very
large values, and where the profile shows sharp gradients, the di!usivity is suppressed. We
can think of the vertical regions as barriers, where reduced di!usion inhibits transport,
surrounding well-mixed regions. In 2(b) one step is present for much of the run, but then
disappears at the end, and in 2(c) a number of steps form, but a merger process leaves
a vortex at the end of the run with just one step, and a barrier at the edge.

A natural question to ask is what fixes the scale of the steps that develop in the vorticity
profile in figure 2 (left panels)? This involves the smoothing applied to "! in (2.8) to give
" in (2.7). If the equations are solved with no smoothing at all (so that " = "!) it turns
out that the results are sensitive to the radial grid used: the finer the grid, the closer the
steps that form initially, even though the general merger and stripping processes seen
above are similar. The reason for this became apparent in studying the BLSY model, and

Profiles log kappa
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we give numerical results for this in the next section, with some analytical justification
in §4.3. In the BLSY model there is a range of radii for which a fine scale instability
can occur: a weak small-scale perturbation, wave number k ! 1, on the vorticity profile
has a growth rate proportional to k2. This e!ect, which is natural given the runaway
flattening process described above, gives results sensitive to grid scale, no matter what
the numerical scheme. The same e!ect appears to occur for the evolution of the Gaussian
vortex.

Therefore to obtain numerical results that have a clear mathematical setting, that
is are independent of resolution, we impose a cap on the values of the di!usivity, and
smooth the di!usivity over a small length scale. Specifically once we have computed !!(r)
from (2.8), we replace it by

! = !scalarG!F!(!!/!scalar), (2.10)

Here we first normalise ! using the scalar di!usivity, which grows with a power law
dependence in (2.9). The first operation then caps this at a level ""1,
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develops and structure in the di!usivity and vorticity profile is prevented at scales smaller
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Introducing a smoothing parameter in this way is not ideal, and the instabilities ob-
served strictly show that the multiple scale framework is breaking down. However smooth-
ing the distribution of ! is physically natural. The point is that in our weakly nonlinear
framework there is no mechanism to saturate the response to an external frequency if the
vortex profile develops a neutral normal mode. However in the original unscaled problem
nonlinearity will step in and limit the excursions of fluid particles. In fact if a vortex is
subjected to a single frequency p for a long time, there follows the development of cat’s
eyes of a width $1/2 in the vortex profile. This is the width of the resonance, limited
by the local gradient of angular velocity (which incidentally does not generate the same
fine scales as the vorticity profile). It is thus natural to limit ! to be smooth over scales
" = O($1/2). Similarly the di!usivity is dimensionally LU = O($3/2) for motion across
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In short it is natural to introduce a parameter " of order $1/2 and to use it to smooth
the e!ective di!usivity over scales " and cap at values ""1. We normalise by the scalar
di!usivity in order not to cap the algebraic growth of ! for large r, which is reasonable
as this is the true e!ect of random strain, with its growing velocity field as r # $. As
we do not have any more systematic way to estimate " and its dependence on radius and
time, we will take it constant for each run and explore the consequences as it is reduced.

Another view of our results and the e!ect of the choice of " is shown in figure 3.
These panels depict the evolution of the vorticity gradient &r'(r, %) (left) and e!ective
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to those shown in figure 2. In (a) the parameter " is largest and we have some outgoing
ripples and the formation of a sharp edge to the vortex, whereas in (b,c) we see the
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Figure 3. Space-time diagram of the evolution of the vorticity gradient, !!r"(r, #), (left) panels
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are lost through merger, or through vorticity being stripped to infinity. Finally we note
that while smoothing ! over scale " is crucial as it limits the scale of the formation of
steps, capping the value of ! is less important. A number of ways of doing this (including
not doing so) were explored, and gave results that are very similar: the choice only
changes just how flat the vorticity steps are, not their formation nor their merger and
stripping.

3. Random strain in the BLSY model
For the Gaussian vortex we observed a clear range of radii where the e!ective di!usivity

is enhanced, and where steps in the profile emerge and merge. The core of the vortex
(for example 0 ! r ! 2) is relatively unscathed. This suggests exploiting an asymptotic
model in which a vortex core is specified and fine scale vorticity then followed on its
periphery. Fortunately such a model exists and is derived in BLSY. The starting point
is a compact vortex, for example a Rankine vortex, with vorticity strictly zero at some
radius, the edge of the vortex. The vortex is assumed to support a neutral, normal mode
whose critical layer, where fluid particles co-rotate with the mode, lies at a radius rc

lying outside the vortex. The model consists of an ODE for the complex amplitude of
the normal mode and a PDE for the evolution of weak vorticity in the thin critical layer
about the radius rc. This model captures at a qualitative level many phenomena that
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we give numerical results for this in the next section, with some analytical justification
in §4.3. In the BLSY model there is a range of radii for which a fine scale instability
can occur: a weak small-scale perturbation, wave number k ! 1, on the vorticity profile
has a growth rate proportional to k2. This e!ect, which is natural given the runaway
flattening process described above, gives results sensitive to grid scale, no matter what
the numerical scheme. The same e!ect appears to occur for the evolution of the Gaussian
vortex.

Therefore to obtain numerical results that have a clear mathematical setting, that
is are independent of resolution, we impose a cap on the values of the di!usivity, and
smooth the di!usivity over a small length scale. Specifically once we have computed !!(r)
from (2.8), we replace it by

! = !scalarG!F!(!!/!scalar), (2.10)

Here we first normalise ! using the scalar di!usivity, which grows with a power law
dependence in (2.9). The first operation then caps this at a level ""1,

F!(s) = ""1 tanh(s"), (2.11)

and the second smooths it over a scale of order "

(G!f)(s) = #"1/2""1
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This smoothing is taken over " = 3 standard deviations of the Gaussian, and is done
numerically from r = "" to r = r0 " "": this covers all the radii at which fine structure
develops and structure in the di!usivity and vorticity profile is prevented at scales smaller
than ".

Introducing a smoothing parameter in this way is not ideal, and the instabilities ob-
served strictly show that the multiple scale framework is breaking down. However smooth-
ing the distribution of ! is physically natural. The point is that in our weakly nonlinear
framework there is no mechanism to saturate the response to an external frequency if the
vortex profile develops a neutral normal mode. However in the original unscaled problem
nonlinearity will step in and limit the excursions of fluid particles. In fact if a vortex is
subjected to a single frequency p for a long time, there follows the development of cat’s
eyes of a width $1/2 in the vortex profile. This is the width of the resonance, limited
by the local gradient of angular velocity (which incidentally does not generate the same
fine scales as the vorticity profile). It is thus natural to limit ! to be smooth over scales
" = O($1/2). Similarly the di!usivity is dimensionally LU = O($3/2) for motion across
a cat’s eye of width L = O($1/2) with velocity U = O($): however this is on the short t
time scale and corresponds to a limit ! = O($"1/2) on the long % time scale.

In short it is natural to introduce a parameter " of order $1/2 and to use it to smooth
the e!ective di!usivity over scales " and cap at values ""1. We normalise by the scalar
di!usivity in order not to cap the algebraic growth of ! for large r, which is reasonable
as this is the true e!ect of random strain, with its growing velocity field as r # $. As
we do not have any more systematic way to estimate " and its dependence on radius and
time, we will take it constant for each run and explore the consequences as it is reduced.

Another view of our results and the e!ect of the choice of " is shown in figure 3.
These panels depict the evolution of the vorticity gradient &r'(r, %) (left) and e!ective
di!usivity !(r, %) (right) in space-time or ‘butterfly’ diagrams. The three cases correspond
to those shown in figure 2. In (a) the parameter " is largest and we have some outgoing
ripples and the formation of a sharp edge to the vortex, whereas in (b,c) we see the
formation of a staircase, of finer and finer scales as " is reduced. As % increases so steps
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flattening process described above, gives results sensitive to grid scale, no matter what
the numerical scheme. The same e!ect appears to occur for the evolution of the Gaussian
vortex.

Therefore to obtain numerical results that have a clear mathematical setting, that
is are independent of resolution, we impose a cap on the values of the di!usivity, and
smooth the di!usivity over a small length scale. Specifically once we have computed !!(r)
from (2.8), we replace it by

! = !scalarG!F!(!!/!scalar), (2.10)

Here we first normalise ! using the scalar di!usivity, which grows with a power law
dependence in (2.9). The first operation then caps this at a level ""1,

F!(s) = ""1 tanh(s"), (2.11)

and the second smooths it over a scale of order "

(G!f)(s) = #"1/2""1

! !!

"!!
e"(s"s!)2/!2

f(s#) ds. (2.12)

This smoothing is taken over " = 3 standard deviations of the Gaussian, and is done
numerically from r = "" to r = r0 " "": this covers all the radii at which fine structure
develops and structure in the di!usivity and vorticity profile is prevented at scales smaller
than ".

Introducing a smoothing parameter in this way is not ideal, and the instabilities ob-
served strictly show that the multiple scale framework is breaking down. However smooth-
ing the distribution of ! is physically natural. The point is that in our weakly nonlinear
framework there is no mechanism to saturate the response to an external frequency if the
vortex profile develops a neutral normal mode. However in the original unscaled problem
nonlinearity will step in and limit the excursions of fluid particles. In fact if a vortex is
subjected to a single frequency p for a long time, there follows the development of cat’s
eyes of a width $1/2 in the vortex profile. This is the width of the resonance, limited
by the local gradient of angular velocity (which incidentally does not generate the same
fine scales as the vorticity profile). It is thus natural to limit ! to be smooth over scales
" = O($1/2). Similarly the di!usivity is dimensionally LU = O($3/2) for motion across
a cat’s eye of width L = O($1/2) with velocity U = O($): however this is on the short t
time scale and corresponds to a limit ! = O($"1/2) on the long % time scale.

In short it is natural to introduce a parameter " of order $1/2 and to use it to smooth
the e!ective di!usivity over scales " and cap at values ""1. We normalise by the scalar
di!usivity in order not to cap the algebraic growth of ! for large r, which is reasonable
as this is the true e!ect of random strain, with its growing velocity field as r # $. As
we do not have any more systematic way to estimate " and its dependence on radius and
time, we will take it constant for each run and explore the consequences as it is reduced.

Another view of our results and the e!ect of the choice of " is shown in figure 3.
These panels depict the evolution of the vorticity gradient &r'(r, %) (left) and e!ective
di!usivity !(r, %) (right) in space-time or ‘butterfly’ diagrams. The three cases correspond
to those shown in figure 2. In (a) the parameter " is largest and we have some outgoing
ripples and the formation of a sharp edge to the vortex, whereas in (b,c) we see the
formation of a staircase, of finer and finer scales as " is reduced. As % increases so steps
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Simplified model

• how can we understand the results above?

• what is the nature of the runaway step-making process?

• why does it occur only at a range of radii?

• Balmforth, Llewellyn Smith and Young (BLSY) model (2001): 

• compact vortex, e.g. a Rankine, top-hat vortex, radius r=1

• supports a normal mode, elliptical m=2 distortion

• critical radius r = sqrt(2) where fluid co-rotates with the mode, lies beyond the 
edge of the vortex



BLSY model

• normal mode - wavelike disturbance - on the top-hat 
vortex

• interacts with weak vorticity in a thin layer around r = 
sqrt(2)

• model asymptotically exact (limit of weak vorticity)

• Gaussian vortex has very similar qualitative behaviour: 

• `nearly’ possesses a normal mode, which is damped

• this is a `quasi-mode’ and has a resonant radius around 
r=4. 
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. E!ective di!usivity (a) !(r) plotted for the Gaussian vortex at " = 0 (with the
scalar di!usivity shown dotted), and (b) !(y) plotted for the BLSY model at " = 0.

2.1. Numerical results
We constructed a code to follow the vorticity on the long ! time scale. Starting with the
profile (2.2) the code integrated the di!usion equation defined by (2.7) and (2.8); " is
computed from (2.3) and C(p) is obtained from (5.5)–(5.10) as discussed fully below. We
use the delta correlated case w(p) = 1 in all our numerical studies.

To begin with, figure 1(a) shows the e!ective di!usivity #(r) in (2.8) at ! = 0. This
is computed directly from the Gaussian profile and has a number of interesting features.
The corresponding scalar di!usivity (2.9) is shown dotted, and the two coincide for large
r. Near the origin, say for r ! 3, the vorticity di!usivity is much smaller than the scalar
di!usivity: this is a consequence of the elastic behaviour of the vortex core discussed in
the introduction. An external frequency that is in the range to excite fluctuations in the
core of the vortex will be met with a wave-like response and no net transport. However
further out, at r " 4, #(r) is rather larger than the scalar di!usivity: here the external
forcing meets a large response from the vortex, essentially exciting the quasi-mode and
giving strong mixing in the critical layer.

The results of some runs for the Gaussian initial condition are shown in figure 2. The
subfigures (a,b,c) are distinguished by di!erent values of the smoothing parameter $
(defined below). Figure 2(a) has the largest smoothing parameter: reading up the curves
in the left panel shows the evolution of the profile. There is a breaking up to form small
steps at around r = 2.3, which then disappear to leave a rather sharpened vortex profile
at the final time. On the right hand panel of (a) the evolution of the logarithm of the
di!usivity log #(r) is shown: it may be seen that a peak emerges around r = 3 and moves
inwards, in concert with the sharpening edge of the vortex.

The evolution we see in figure 2(a) is the result of a runaway process: initially the
behaviour of the vortex is roughly that of a damped, elastic mode, the quasi-mode.
The damping arises from the tail of the Gaussian vortex and limits the response to the
external random strain, giving the e!ective di!usivity plotted in figure 1(a), with a peak
around r " 4. This peak has the e!ect of flattening the profile around r " 4 by di!usion,
leading to less damping of the quasi-mode and so further enhancement of the e!ective
di!usivity (the peak also moves inwards because of the modified profile). This runaway
process rapidly di!uses the vorticity out from the edge of the vortex, to leave a sharp-
edged vortex and high e!ective di!usivity outside. We can characterise this final state as
a coherent vortex with a very clear edge, surrounded by what we may describe as a surf
zone of enhanced di!usion.

The runaway process is in fact limited by our smoothing parameter $, which places a
cap on the maximum value and minimum spatial scale of the e!ective di!usivity. Figures
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formation of a staircase, of finer and finer scales as " is reduced. As % increases so steps



BLSY equations

• zeta(y,theta,t) = vorticity in the layer

• phihat(t) = normal mode amplitude

• ODE for phihat(t)

• PDE for zeta(y,theta,t)

• thresholds for the formation of cat’s eyes
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and so the disturbance grows with a growth rate proportional to k2 (similar to a ‘negative
di!usivity’ instability but without ! changing sign) in the band y ! "/m. The presence
of a band is seen clearly in figure 5 (lower, left panels), perhaps a little narrower than the
range indicated, presumably because of nonlinear e!ects that will occur most quickly at
the centre, but have a wider influence.

This calculation is detailed in more generality below in §4.3. We believe this also gives
an interpretation for the formation of fine scales in the Gaussian vortex as # " 0, and
think it is likely that there is a range of radii at which this can occur. It would be
interesting to determine the range, but we do not know how to do this.

4. Theory and numerical method for the BLSY model
4.1. Analytical development

We now outline the theory for di!usion in the randomly forced BLSY model and refer
the reader to this paper for a derivation and detailed description. Here we set down the
equations, which comprise an ODE for $(t), the complex amplitude of the normal mode
that rides on the compact vortex core, and a PDE for the vorticity %(y, &, t) in the critical
layer,

't% + y'!% + 'y(y + %)'!$ = 0, (4.1)

i't$̂ = (q(t) + P
! !

"!
dy

"
d&

2"
%e"im!, (4.2)

$(&, t) = $̂(t)eim! + c. c. (4.3)
In (4.1) y is a scaled inwardly pointing radial coordinate with y = 0 corresponding to the
centre of the critical layer. The vorticity in the layer is y + %(y, &, t), and is transported
because of the angular velocity of the vortex, the y'!% term, and because of radial motion
from the normal mode via the term involving the flow '!$. This flow is simply linked
by (4.3) to the amplitude $̂(t) of the normal mode, governed by the ODE (4.2). In this
ODE the weak external random flow (q(t) is present, plus a feedback from the vorticity
in the critical layer involving a principal value integral over y.

We exploit the limit ( " 0 by introducing a long time scale ) = (2t, and a weakly
nonlinear expansion

%(y, t, )) = %(y, )) + (%̂(y, t, ))eim! + c. c.+ · · · . (4.4)

(Note that the parameter ( is not linked to the ( in BLSY: we have a long time scale
on top of their long time scale!) Replacing $̂ by ($̂, on the fast t time scale we have the
system

't%̂ + imy%̂ + (1 + 'y%)im$̂ = 0, (4.5)

i't$̂ = q + P
! !

"!
dy %̂. (4.6)

This gives advection of vorticity fluctuations on a mean, background distribution y + %
that depends on y but does not vary with time t, that is not on the short time scale. On
the longer ) time scale we have a conservation equation for the mean profile

'"% + 'yF = 0, F = 2m Im#%̂$̂#$. (4.7)

Here the brackets denote both an average over the short t time scale as well as an
ensemble average over the distribution of random flow amplitude q(t). We from now on
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Figure 1. Plot of the Gaussian vortex (a) and the tanh profile vortex (b), with ! = !2 = 0.2,
relaxing to a tripole structure with R = 104 and " = 0.5. Positive vorticity is shown as white,
negative vorticity is black and zero vorticity is grey; the peak vorticity values are saturated at
|Z| = 0.005.

As more numerical and experimental studies were carried out, it became apparent
that axisymmetrization occurs only for su!ciently weak perturbation amplitudes, and
that for larger amplitudes, the vortex can evolve into a persistent non-axisymmetric
state (Dritschel 1989, 1998; Koumoutsakos 1997; Rossi, Lingevitch & Berno" 1997).
An example of a persistent nonlinear state is a multipole, which can be formed by
allowing an initial vorticity distribution of the form

Z(r, #) = Z0(r) + "Zm(r)eim# + complex conjugate, (1.1)

to evolve freely in time. The variables (r, #) are the usual polar coordinates and
Zm(r)eim# is an m-fold perturbation to the axisymmetric monopole vortex Z0(r). The
real parameter " > 0 is an amplitude and axisymmetrization occurs if " is below a
threshold value. In the most studied case, the vorticity distributions take the form

Z0(r) =
1

4!
e!r2/4, Z2(r) =

r2

4!
e!r2/4, (1.2)

with m =2. The vortex evolves into a tripole which consists of a vortex core with two
opposite-signed satellites of vorticity rotating around it, if " is above some threshold
value (Rossi et al. 1997; Barba 2006; Barba & Leonard 2007). This tripole structure
can be seen in figure 1(a), which shows the evolution of (1.1) and (1.2) with R = 104

and " = 0.5 at t = 0, t = 300 and t =700. Negative vorticity is black in the panels,
and at t = 700 we can see the two negative satellites rotating around a positive vortex
core.

Such tripoles can also emerge from instabilities within axisymmetric shielded
monopoles, that is, comprising a vortex core with a ring of opposite-signed vorticity
encasing it and zero total circulation. This has led to many investigations of the
evolution of a tripole from these shielded monopoles by experiments (van Heijst,
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Figure 4. Plot of |!̂(t)| for three typical numerical solutions of (2.13)–(2.15) with
(",#) = (0.2, 0.7) for curve 1, (",#) = (0.4, 0.9) for curve 2 and (",#) = (0.4, 1.1) for curve 3.
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Figure 5. Grey-scale pictures of the total vorticity $T = y +$ for (a) (",#) = (0.4, 0.9) and (b)
(",#) = (0.4, 1.1). These snapshots are taken at t = 60 in (a) and t = 40 in (b) where positive
vorticity is white and negative vorticity is black. Note that the vertical scales are di!erent, and
that the whole y domain is not displayed.

is the position of the first maximum in the streamfunction that occurs after the
initial exponential decay. The position of the first bounce is depicted by the arrows
in figure 6. When # ! 0.1, |!̂(t)| is a smooth function (see the solid line in figure 6),
and so measuring the position of the first bounce is simple. However, when # is
small and " is moderately large (see dashed line in figure 6), then there is a feedback
from the vorticity in the critical layer to the streamfunction and vice versa. Thus,
|!̂(t)| contains oscillations and so calculating the position of the first bounce is more
complicated. For this case, a first bounce fit is done by eye rather than by calculating
the position of this turning point in the time-averaged streamfunction.

In their study, BLSY use as a criterion that if the first bounce occurs after t = 45
then cat’s eyes do not persist. This time value places an upper bound on the threshold
contour and avoids numerical error which can accumulate in long-time integrations
with small values of !̂. As we find that our results are insensitive to the precise
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and so the disturbance grows with a growth rate proportional to k2 (similar to a ‘negative
di!usivity’ instability but without ! changing sign) in the band y ! "/m. The presence
of a band is seen clearly in figure 5 (lower, left panels), perhaps a little narrower than the
range indicated, presumably because of nonlinear e!ects that will occur most quickly at
the centre, but have a wider influence.

This calculation is detailed in more generality below in §4.3. We believe this also gives
an interpretation for the formation of fine scales in the Gaussian vortex as # " 0, and
think it is likely that there is a range of radii at which this can occur. It would be
interesting to determine the range, but we do not know how to do this.

4. Theory and numerical method for the BLSY model
4.1. Analytical development

We now outline the theory for di!usion in the randomly forced BLSY model and refer
the reader to this paper for a derivation and detailed description. Here we set down the
equations, which comprise an ODE for $(t), the complex amplitude of the normal mode
that rides on the compact vortex core, and a PDE for the vorticity %(y, &, t) in the critical
layer,
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In (4.1) y is a scaled inwardly pointing radial coordinate with y = 0 corresponding to the
centre of the critical layer. The vorticity in the layer is y + %(y, &, t), and is transported
because of the angular velocity of the vortex, the y'!% term, and because of radial motion
from the normal mode via the term involving the flow '!$. This flow is simply linked
by (4.3) to the amplitude $̂(t) of the normal mode, governed by the ODE (4.2). In this
ODE the weak external random flow (q(t) is present, plus a feedback from the vorticity
in the critical layer involving a principal value integral over y.

We exploit the limit ( " 0 by introducing a long time scale ) = (2t, and a weakly
nonlinear expansion

%(y, t, )) = %(y, )) + (%̂(y, t, ))eim! + c. c.+ · · · . (4.4)

(Note that the parameter ( is not linked to the ( in BLSY: we have a long time scale
on top of their long time scale!) Replacing $̂ by ($̂, on the fast t time scale we have the
system

't%̂ + imy%̂ + (1 + 'y%)im$̂ = 0, (4.5)

i't$̂ = q + P
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dy %̂. (4.6)

This gives advection of vorticity fluctuations on a mean, background distribution y + %
that depends on y but does not vary with time t, that is not on the short time scale. On
the longer ) time scale we have a conservation equation for the mean profile

'"% + 'yF = 0, F = 2m Im#%̂$̂#$. (4.7)

Here the brackets denote both an average over the short t time scale as well as an
ensemble average over the distribution of random flow amplitude q(t). We from now on
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and the fourth term (D) are of order k only, and we neglect these in comparison with
terms of order k2. The second term (B) is

!"2
y #$ = !µk2! sin ky, (4.36)

which is the usual di!usion of the perturbation, while the third term (C) involves the
leading, order k2 quantity

"y #! " 2%µk2m2|M(my)|4w(my)[(my ! Lr(my)) cos ky ! Li(my) sin ky]. (4.37)

Now plainly the cos ky term here gives wave motion, but the sin ky term can give growth
or decay. Combining terms from (B) and (C) gives the (real) growth rate of the mode as

& = !k2!! 2%k2m2|M(my)|4w(my)Li(my)(1 + "y$). (4.38)

Using the definition of ! from (3.2) and Li from (4.18), this can finally be written in the
form

&(y) =
!(y)2k2

m2w(my)
!
Li(my)2 ! (my ! Lr(my))2

"
. (4.39)

Thus we have a highly unstable behaviour, with wave number k possessing an order k2

growth rate if this term is positive, i.e. if Li is su"ciently large. For the initial condition
of a constant gradient $ # 0 we have Lr = 0, Li = !%, giving formula (3.5) with
amplification of modes in the range |y| < %/m. Note that while the limitations of such a
local theory of instability are well-known, the calculation is instructive as simple means
to understand the behaviour seen numerically. In fact the range of y for which modes are
predicted to grow is in fair agreement with the emergence of fine scales in figure 5.

5. Theory and numerical method for a Gaussian vortex
5.1. Analytical development

We start with the governing equations (2.1–2.4) and for ' $ 1 introduce a long time
scale ( = '2t, with

)(y, t, () = )(y, () + ')̂(y, t, ()eim! + c. c.+ · · · , (5.1)

*(y, t, () = *(y, () + '*̂(y, t, ()eim! + c. c.+ · · · . (5.2)

Again dropping the hats yields equations for the fluctuating quantities

"t) + im+) + im,* = 0, !) = ("2
r + r!1"r ! r!2m2)* (5.3)

which evolve in the angular velocity field and background vorticity gradient given in (2.3)
in terms of the mean profile. On the longer, ( time scale, the mean profile obeys

"") + r!1"r(rF ) = 0, F = 2mr!1 Im%)*"&. (5.4)

Our aim again is to solve the fluctuating problem and then derive the feedback on the
mean profile, in a form suitable for numerical time stepping. In Laplace transform space
we have to solve

#) # !("2
r + r!1"r ! r!2m2) #* =

,(r)
p/m! +(r)

#* (5.5)

for #*(r, p) with
#*(r, p) ' rm#q(p) (r ()) (5.6)
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can occur in a Gaussian vortex subject to external strain fields: the ODE models the
e±im! wave-like distortions of the central core, while the PDE captures the formation
of cat’s eyes and mixing of vorticity on the periphery. The two are coupled: the normal
mode creates mixing in the layer, and mixing of vorticity can feed back to stabilise or
destabilise the normal mode.

The model is set out in detail in §4 and a di!usion equation is derived for the evolution
of vorticity ! = y + "(y, #) in the layer. Here y is a rescaled radial coordinate, which
increases radially inwards. The total vorticity is initially just ! = y, a uniform gradient,
but a perturbation "(y, #) soon develops, localised about y = 0, and obeying the di!usion
equation analogous to (2.7), namely,

$"" + $yF = 0, F (y) = !%(y)$y(y + "), (3.1)

with di!usivity
%!(y) = m2|M(p)|2w(p), p " my. (3.2)

Here we again have the weight function w(p) from (2.5) or (2.6) and a term M(p) which
gives the response of the vortex to frequency p: this is determined by an integral over the
vorticity distribution in the layer and so again depends nonlinearly and non-locally on
the profile y + "(y). The advantage though is that the formulation is more explicit than
for the Gaussian case and requires the evaluation of an integral rather than solution of
an ODE. The angular velocity &(r) in the Gaussian model is here replaced by its local
approximation y, just the radial coordinate. At # = 0 with a uniform gradient initially,
! = y, we have

%!(y) = m2(m2y2 + '2)"1w(p), M(p) = (p + i')"1 (3.3)

and this is shown in figure 1(b) (for w(p) " 1). This is analogous to the peak in the curve
in 1(a), confirming that the BLSY should model the transport in the tail of the Gaussian
vortex.

As in the Gaussian case, we must cap and smooth %! using a parameter ( to obtain
%, with now

% = G#F#(%!), (3.4)
We again have in mind linking ( to the quantity )1/2, where ) # 1 is the strength of
the forcing (unrelated to the ) used in BLSY to set up the model). (Note that in this
case we have not normalised by a scalar di!usivity as there is no power law growth with
increasing y.)

To cut to the chase, figures 4 and 5 show numerical results for simulations of the
di!usion equation (3.1) and (3.2) with M(p) computed as detailed in (4.17) and (4.18)
below. Figure 4 (left) shows vorticity profiles analogous to those of ! in the left panels of
figure 2, bearing in mind that y increases radially inwards. The corresponding e!ective
di!usivities are shown in the right panels of the two figures. There are strong similari-
ties between the full evolution of the Gaussian initial condition and the simplified BLSY
model, confirming the usefulness of the model in capturing many phenomena at a quali-
tative level. The BLSY system again shows the development of a vorticity staircase. The
flattened regions are characterised by strongly enhanced di!usivity: in between there are
transport barriers, where the reduced di!usivity allows high gradients to persist.

The butterfly diagrams in figure 5 are analogous to those in figure 3 for the Gaussian
case. Again we see many similarities: steps are formed and merge, and there are also
ripples at the edge, moving towards the origin, particularly visible in 5(c,d), and seen in
the Gaussian case in figure 3(A,b). Of course there are also di!erences, and we stress that
the BLSY model is not an asymptotic approximation to a Gaussian vortex so comparisons
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drop the hats from fluctuating quantities; we shall also not stress the dependence on !
of the various quantities in the problem.

Our plan is to solve the fluctuating problem (4.5)–(4.6) for " and # with any back-
ground mean profile ", and then isolate the flux F in (4.7) to give a di!usion equation
for this profile on the long time scale. We always keep the coordinate y and time t real
in our analysis. We use a Laplace transform approach and define

!f(p) =
" !

0
dt eiptf(t), f(t) = ! 1

2$

"

!
dp e"ipt !f(p). (4.8)

Here " is a contour taken from +" to !" above all singularities of the function !f(p).
Given a complex analytic function f(z) we define another one, f#(z), by

f#(z) = (f(z#))# (4.9)

whereupon we have

!f#(p) =
" !

0
dt e"iptf#(t), f#(t) = ! 1

2$

"

!!
dp eipt !f#(p), (4.10)

where "$ goes from +" to !" below all the singularities of !f#(p) and so is at the outset
the mirror image in the real axis of the contour ".

For the random amplitude q(t) of the forcing, we will need

#!q(p)!q#(p$)$ =
" !

0
dt

" !

0
dt$ #q(t)q#(t$)$ ei(pt"p!t!), (4.11)

which in the delta correlated case (2.5) is

#!q(p)!q#(p$)$ = i(p! p$)"1, (4.12)

and in the exponential case (2.6) is

#!q(p)!q#(p$)$ =
a2

(p$ !mb)2 + a2

i

p! p$
+

a

2(p$ !mb + ia)(p!mb + ia)
. (4.13)

In Laplace transform space (4.5) and (4.6) become

(!ip + imy)!" + im(1 + %y")#̃ = 0, (4.14)

p#̃ = !q + P
" !

"!
dy !", (4.15)

and are solved straightforwardly (with zero initial conditions) so that

!"(p) = K(y, p)M(p) !q(p), #̃(p) = M(p)!q(p), (4.16)

where

K(y, p) =
1 + %y"(y)
p/m! y

, L(p) = P
" !

"!
dy K(y, p), M(p) =

1
p! L(p)

. (4.17)

Here the principal value integral for L(p) refers to the limit y % ±", but in addition we
need to note that the contour " sits above the real axis, and when brought down meets
a pole at p = my from the definition of K(y, p). We can extract the integral over the
singular component (1 + %y"(p/m))/(p/m! y) and evaluate this exactly for p above the
real axis. There is then no obstruction to bringing the contour " down to the real axis,
in other words making p real. Writing L = Lr + iLi in terms of real and imaginary parts

`more’ tractable analytically and numerically easy 
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Figure 6. Schematic picture of contours ! and !! in the complex plane, discussed in the text.

we have

Lr(p) = !P
! !

"!
dy

!y"(y) ! !y"(p/m)
y ! p/m

, Li(p) = !#(1 + !y"(p/m)). (4.18)

This solution may seem rather formal but given a profile "(y), L and M are easily
obtained numerically for any real value of p. Note that if the vorticity gradient is a
constant, "(y) = 0, then L(p) = !i#. This gives a simple pole in

M(p) = (p + i#)"1 (4.19)

at p = !i# which appears in the formula (3.3). This pole corresponds to the quasi-mode
damping rate e"ipt = e"!t (as in BLSY). For more general profiles a computation of
M(p) will give the damping rate for quasi-modes (e.g., Hall, Bassom & Gilbert 2003).

For our purposes we need to assume that M(p) is analytic except for singularities S
in a set bounded below the real axis. The distance ! = !($) of S below the real axis,
that is the width of the analyticity strip of M(p), will generally decrease with $ as the
vorticity profile evolves, and the theory breaks down if !($) becomes zero: this is in fact
what happens in the simulations, and why we have to adopt a smoothing for the resulting
large values of the di"usivity, modelling nonlinear saturation of the mixing. Although we
have to adopt this ad hoc procedure for the simulations, we set out the theory with the
assumption that the profile at the given time $ is stable, that is !($) > 0.

The feedback onto the mean profile is governed by ""(y, t)%#(t)# and we have

(!2#)2"(y, t)%#(t) = (1 + !y")
!

!
dp

!

!!
dp$

e"i(p"p!)t

p/m ! y
M(p)M#(p$) "q(p)"q#(p$), (4.20)

by (4.8), (4.10), (4.16) and (4.17). Ensemble averaging and substituting the correlation
function (4.12) for the delta correlated case gives

(!2#)2""(y, t)%#(t)# = (1 + !y")
!

!
dp

!

!!
dp$

e"i(p"p!)t

p/m ! y

i

p ! p$
M(p)M#(p$). (4.21)

Figure 6 depicts the contours # and #$ in the complex plane together with the singu-
larities S of M(p) below the real axis, and singularities S# of M#(p$) above. We close
the #$ contour in the upper half plane using the exponential decay of eip!t there. This
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Figure 6. Schematic picture of contours ! and !! in the complex plane, discussed in the text.
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Figure 1. E!ective di!usivity (a) !(r) plotted for the Gaussian vortex at " = 0 (with the
scalar di!usivity shown dotted), and (b) !(y) plotted for the BLSY model at " = 0.

2.1. Numerical results
We constructed a code to follow the vorticity on the long ! time scale. Starting with the
profile (2.2) the code integrated the di!usion equation defined by (2.7) and (2.8); " is
computed from (2.3) and C(p) is obtained from (5.5)–(5.10) as discussed fully below. We
use the delta correlated case w(p) = 1 in all our numerical studies.

To begin with, figure 1(a) shows the e!ective di!usivity #(r) in (2.8) at ! = 0. This
is computed directly from the Gaussian profile and has a number of interesting features.
The corresponding scalar di!usivity (2.9) is shown dotted, and the two coincide for large
r. Near the origin, say for r ! 3, the vorticity di!usivity is much smaller than the scalar
di!usivity: this is a consequence of the elastic behaviour of the vortex core discussed in
the introduction. An external frequency that is in the range to excite fluctuations in the
core of the vortex will be met with a wave-like response and no net transport. However
further out, at r " 4, #(r) is rather larger than the scalar di!usivity: here the external
forcing meets a large response from the vortex, essentially exciting the quasi-mode and
giving strong mixing in the critical layer.

The results of some runs for the Gaussian initial condition are shown in figure 2. The
subfigures (a,b,c) are distinguished by di!erent values of the smoothing parameter $
(defined below). Figure 2(a) has the largest smoothing parameter: reading up the curves
in the left panel shows the evolution of the profile. There is a breaking up to form small
steps at around r = 2.3, which then disappear to leave a rather sharpened vortex profile
at the final time. On the right hand panel of (a) the evolution of the logarithm of the
di!usivity log #(r) is shown: it may be seen that a peak emerges around r = 3 and moves
inwards, in concert with the sharpening edge of the vortex.

The evolution we see in figure 2(a) is the result of a runaway process: initially the
behaviour of the vortex is roughly that of a damped, elastic mode, the quasi-mode.
The damping arises from the tail of the Gaussian vortex and limits the response to the
external random strain, giving the e!ective di!usivity plotted in figure 1(a), with a peak
around r " 4. This peak has the e!ect of flattening the profile around r " 4 by di!usion,
leading to less damping of the quasi-mode and so further enhancement of the e!ective
di!usivity (the peak also moves inwards because of the modified profile). This runaway
process rapidly di!uses the vorticity out from the edge of the vortex, to leave a sharp-
edged vortex and high e!ective di!usivity outside. We can characterise this final state as
a coherent vortex with a very clear edge, surrounded by what we may describe as a surf
zone of enhanced di!usion.

The runaway process is in fact limited by our smoothing parameter $, which places a
cap on the maximum value and minimum spatial scale of the e!ective di!usivity. Figures
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can occur in a Gaussian vortex subject to external strain fields: the ODE models the
e±im! wave-like distortions of the central core, while the PDE captures the formation
of cat’s eyes and mixing of vorticity on the periphery. The two are coupled: the normal
mode creates mixing in the layer, and mixing of vorticity can feed back to stabilise or
destabilise the normal mode.

The model is set out in detail in §4 and a di!usion equation is derived for the evolution
of vorticity ! = y + "(y, #) in the layer. Here y is a rescaled radial coordinate, which
increases radially inwards. The total vorticity is initially just ! = y, a uniform gradient,
but a perturbation "(y, #) soon develops, localised about y = 0, and obeying the di!usion
equation analogous to (2.7), namely,

$"" + $yF = 0, F (y) = !%(y)$y(y + "), (3.1)

with di!usivity
%!(y) = m2|M(p)|2w(p), p " my. (3.2)

Here we again have the weight function w(p) from (2.5) or (2.6) and a term M(p) which
gives the response of the vortex to frequency p: this is determined by an integral over the
vorticity distribution in the layer and so again depends nonlinearly and non-locally on
the profile y + "(y). The advantage though is that the formulation is more explicit than
for the Gaussian case and requires the evaluation of an integral rather than solution of
an ODE. The angular velocity &(r) in the Gaussian model is here replaced by its local
approximation y, just the radial coordinate. At # = 0 with a uniform gradient initially,
! = y, we have

%!(y) = m2(m2y2 + '2)"1w(p), M(p) = (p + i')"1 (3.3)

and this is shown in figure 1(b) (for w(p) " 1). This is analogous to the peak in the curve
in 1(a), confirming that the BLSY should model the transport in the tail of the Gaussian
vortex.

As in the Gaussian case, we must cap and smooth %! using a parameter ( to obtain
%, with now

% = G#F#(%!), (3.4)
We again have in mind linking ( to the quantity )1/2, where ) # 1 is the strength of
the forcing (unrelated to the ) used in BLSY to set up the model). (Note that in this
case we have not normalised by a scalar di!usivity as there is no power law growth with
increasing y.)

To cut to the chase, figures 4 and 5 show numerical results for simulations of the
di!usion equation (3.1) and (3.2) with M(p) computed as detailed in (4.17) and (4.18)
below. Figure 4 (left) shows vorticity profiles analogous to those of ! in the left panels of
figure 2, bearing in mind that y increases radially inwards. The corresponding e!ective
di!usivities are shown in the right panels of the two figures. There are strong similari-
ties between the full evolution of the Gaussian initial condition and the simplified BLSY
model, confirming the usefulness of the model in capturing many phenomena at a quali-
tative level. The BLSY system again shows the development of a vorticity staircase. The
flattened regions are characterised by strongly enhanced di!usivity: in between there are
transport barriers, where the reduced di!usivity allows high gradients to persist.

The butterfly diagrams in figure 5 are analogous to those in figure 3 for the Gaussian
case. Again we see many similarities: steps are formed and merge, and there are also
ripples at the edge, moving towards the origin, particularly visible in 5(c,d), and seen in
the Gaussian case in figure 3(A,b). Of course there are also di!erences, and we stress that
the BLSY model is not an asymptotic approximation to a Gaussian vortex so comparisons
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and the fourth term (D) are of order k only, and we neglect these in comparison with
terms of order k2. The second term (B) is

!"2
y #$ = !µk2! sin ky, (4.36)

which is the usual di!usion of the perturbation, while the third term (C) involves the
leading, order k2 quantity

"y #! " 2%µk2m2|M(my)|4w(my)[(my ! Lr(my)) cos ky ! Li(my) sin ky]. (4.37)

Now plainly the cos ky term here gives wave motion, but the sin ky term can give growth
or decay. Combining terms from (B) and (C) gives the (real) growth rate of the mode as

& = !k2!! 2%k2m2|M(my)|4w(my)Li(my)(1 + "y$). (4.38)

Using the definition of ! from (3.2) and Li from (4.18), this can finally be written in the
form

&(y) =
!(y)2k2

m2w(my)
!
Li(my)2 ! (my ! Lr(my))2

"
. (4.39)

Thus we have a highly unstable behaviour, with wave number k possessing an order k2

growth rate if this term is positive, i.e. if Li is su"ciently large. For the initial condition
of a constant gradient $ # 0 we have Lr = 0, Li = !%, giving formula (3.5) with
amplification of modes in the range |y| < %/m. Note that while the limitations of such a
local theory of instability are well-known, the calculation is instructive as simple means
to understand the behaviour seen numerically. In fact the range of y for which modes are
predicted to grow is in fair agreement with the emergence of fine scales in figure 5.

5. Theory and numerical method for a Gaussian vortex
5.1. Analytical development

We start with the governing equations (2.1–2.4) and for ' $ 1 introduce a long time
scale ( = '2t, with

)(y, t, () = )(y, () + ')̂(y, t, ()eim! + c. c.+ · · · , (5.1)

*(y, t, () = *(y, () + '*̂(y, t, ()eim! + c. c.+ · · · . (5.2)

Again dropping the hats yields equations for the fluctuating quantities

"t) + im+) + im,* = 0, !) = ("2
r + r!1"r ! r!2m2)* (5.3)

which evolve in the angular velocity field and background vorticity gradient given in (2.3)
in terms of the mean profile. On the longer, ( time scale, the mean profile obeys

"") + r!1"r(rF ) = 0, F = 2mr!1 Im%)*"&. (5.4)

Our aim again is to solve the fluctuating problem and then derive the feedback on the
mean profile, in a form suitable for numerical time stepping. In Laplace transform space
we have to solve

#) # !("2
r + r!1"r ! r!2m2) #* =

,(r)
p/m! +(r)

#* (5.5)

for #*(r, p) with
#*(r, p) ' rm#q(p) (r ()) (5.6)
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we give numerical results for this in the next section, with some analytical justification
in §4.3. In the BLSY model there is a range of radii for which a fine scale instability
can occur: a weak small-scale perturbation, wave number k ! 1, on the vorticity profile
has a growth rate proportional to k2. This e!ect, which is natural given the runaway
flattening process described above, gives results sensitive to grid scale, no matter what
the numerical scheme. The same e!ect appears to occur for the evolution of the Gaussian
vortex.

Therefore to obtain numerical results that have a clear mathematical setting, that
is are independent of resolution, we impose a cap on the values of the di!usivity, and
smooth the di!usivity over a small length scale. Specifically once we have computed !!(r)
from (2.8), we replace it by

! = !scalarG!F!(!!/!scalar), (2.10)

Here we first normalise ! using the scalar di!usivity, which grows with a power law
dependence in (2.9). The first operation then caps this at a level ""1,

F!(s) = ""1 tanh(s"), (2.11)

and the second smooths it over a scale of order "

(G!f)(s) = #"1/2""1

! !!

"!!
e"(s"s!)2/!2

f(s#) ds. (2.12)

This smoothing is taken over " = 3 standard deviations of the Gaussian, and is done
numerically from r = "" to r = r0 " "": this covers all the radii at which fine structure
develops and structure in the di!usivity and vorticity profile is prevented at scales smaller
than ".

Introducing a smoothing parameter in this way is not ideal, and the instabilities ob-
served strictly show that the multiple scale framework is breaking down. However smooth-
ing the distribution of ! is physically natural. The point is that in our weakly nonlinear
framework there is no mechanism to saturate the response to an external frequency if the
vortex profile develops a neutral normal mode. However in the original unscaled problem
nonlinearity will step in and limit the excursions of fluid particles. In fact if a vortex is
subjected to a single frequency p for a long time, there follows the development of cat’s
eyes of a width $1/2 in the vortex profile. This is the width of the resonance, limited
by the local gradient of angular velocity (which incidentally does not generate the same
fine scales as the vorticity profile). It is thus natural to limit ! to be smooth over scales
" = O($1/2). Similarly the di!usivity is dimensionally LU = O($3/2) for motion across
a cat’s eye of width L = O($1/2) with velocity U = O($): however this is on the short t
time scale and corresponds to a limit ! = O($"1/2) on the long % time scale.

In short it is natural to introduce a parameter " of order $1/2 and to use it to smooth
the e!ective di!usivity over scales " and cap at values ""1. We normalise by the scalar
di!usivity in order not to cap the algebraic growth of ! for large r, which is reasonable
as this is the true e!ect of random strain, with its growing velocity field as r # $. As
we do not have any more systematic way to estimate " and its dependence on radius and
time, we will take it constant for each run and explore the consequences as it is reduced.

Another view of our results and the e!ect of the choice of " is shown in figure 3.
These panels depict the evolution of the vorticity gradient &r'(r, %) (left) and e!ective
di!usivity !(r, %) (right) in space-time or ‘butterfly’ diagrams. The three cases correspond
to those shown in figure 2. In (a) the parameter " is largest and we have some outgoing
ripples and the formation of a sharp edge to the vortex, whereas in (b,c) we see the
formation of a staircase, of finer and finer scales as " is reduced. As % increases so steps
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Evolution in the BLSY model with smoothing (a) ! = 0.05 and (b) ! = 0.01. The
curves show a sequence of vorticity profiles " = y+# (left panels) and e!ective di!usivities log $
(right panels), plotted against y. In each panel the curves are separated by additive constants
and given for % = 0, 0.1, 0.2, etc., reading up the curves.

are only qualitative. The key di!erence appears to be that in the BLSY model the critical
layer is embedded in an infinitely wide vorticity gradient, on the appropriate small scale
y, as is clear in figure 4. The gradient traps the vorticity staircase, while the e!ective
di!usivity !(y) drops away on either side (figure 1(b)). This matches the behaviour for
the Gaussian vortex around r = 4, but there the random strain field takes over for
increasing radii and the e!ective di!usivity increases again, as seen in figure 1(a). This
tends to make the Gaussian picture asymmetrical, and allows vorticity to be stripped to
infinity, not possible in the BLSY model. (Note that there is some symmetry breaking
in the numerical runs in figure 5: the mathematical problem is strictly symmetric in y,
but instabilities soon break this, whether seeded by rounding or truncation error, or by
initialising " with weak noise, as we do.)

We observe from figure 5 that as the smoothing parameter # is reduced we obtain finer
scales in the problem, and a more rapid onset of the growth of steps, over a very clearly
defined range of y values. At first this suggests a ‘negative di!usion’ type instability with
a growth rate increasing with wave number k of the initial fluctuations, perhaps as O(k2).
However in our simulations !(y) ! 0 at all times, and also !(r) ! 0 in the Gaussian case.
Instead the e!ect arises through the term ($y!)$y(y + ") from expanding the di!usive
term $y(!$y(y + ")) in (3.1) as we now explain.

Suppose we start a linear vorticity profile % = y in the BLSY model, and add on a
weak fine scale vorticity distribution "(y) = µ sin ky with µ " 1 and k # 1. Now the
corresponding ! will also be perturbed from (3.3) with a component of magnitude µ
and wave number k. By calculating this it can be shown that at a point y the original
disturbance will have a local growth rate of

&(y) $ k2m2(m2y2 + '2)!2w(my)('2 %m2y2), (3.5)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Evolution of a Gaussian vortex with smoothing (a) ! = 0.02, (b) ! = 0.015 and
(c) ! = 0.01. The curves show a sequence of vorticity profiles " (left panels) and e!ective
di!usivities log # (right panels), plotted against r. In each panel the curves are separated by
additive constants and given for $ = 0, 0.05, 0.1, etc., reading up the curves.

2(b,c) show the evolution with smaller values of !, so less smoothing and capping. Here
we see a more complex picture emerging, in which the profile develops fine scale steps
initially, followed by merger. Where the profile is flat the e!ective di!usivity takes very
large values, and where the profile shows sharp gradients, the di!usivity is suppressed. We
can think of the vertical regions as barriers, where reduced di!usion inhibits transport,
surrounding well-mixed regions. In 2(b) one step is present for much of the run, but then
disappears at the end, and in 2(c) a number of steps form, but a merger process leaves
a vortex at the end of the run with just one step, and a barrier at the edge.

A natural question to ask is what fixes the scale of the steps that develop in the vorticity
profile in figure 2 (left panels)? This involves the smoothing applied to "! in (2.8) to give
" in (2.7). If the equations are solved with no smoothing at all (so that " = "!) it turns
out that the results are sensitive to the radial grid used: the finer the grid, the closer the
steps that form initially, even though the general merger and stripping processes seen
above are similar. The reason for this became apparent in studying the BLSY model, and

vorticity profiles log kappa
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&(y) =
!(y)2k2

m2w(my)
!
Li(my)2 ! (my ! Lr(my))2

"
. (4.39)
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in terms of the mean profile. On the longer, ( time scale, the mean profile obeys

"") + r!1"r(rF ) = 0, F = 2mr!1 Im%)*"&. (5.4)

Our aim again is to solve the fluctuating problem and then derive the feedback on the
mean profile, in a form suitable for numerical time stepping. In Laplace transform space
we have to solve

#) # !("2
r + r!1"r ! r!2m2) #* =

,(r)
p/m! +(r)

#* (5.5)

for #*(r, p) with
#*(r, p) ' rm#q(p) (r ()) (5.6)
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we give numerical results for this in the next section, with some analytical justification
in §4.3. In the BLSY model there is a range of radii for which a fine scale instability
can occur: a weak small-scale perturbation, wave number k ! 1, on the vorticity profile
has a growth rate proportional to k2. This e!ect, which is natural given the runaway
flattening process described above, gives results sensitive to grid scale, no matter what
the numerical scheme. The same e!ect appears to occur for the evolution of the Gaussian
vortex.

Therefore to obtain numerical results that have a clear mathematical setting, that
is are independent of resolution, we impose a cap on the values of the di!usivity, and
smooth the di!usivity over a small length scale. Specifically once we have computed !!(r)
from (2.8), we replace it by

! = !scalarG!F!(!!/!scalar), (2.10)

Here we first normalise ! using the scalar di!usivity, which grows with a power law
dependence in (2.9). The first operation then caps this at a level ""1,

F!(s) = ""1 tanh(s"), (2.11)

and the second smooths it over a scale of order "

(G!f)(s) = #"1/2""1

! !!

"!!
e"(s"s!)2/!2

f(s#) ds. (2.12)

This smoothing is taken over " = 3 standard deviations of the Gaussian, and is done
numerically from r = "" to r = r0 " "": this covers all the radii at which fine structure
develops and structure in the di!usivity and vorticity profile is prevented at scales smaller
than ".

Introducing a smoothing parameter in this way is not ideal, and the instabilities ob-
served strictly show that the multiple scale framework is breaking down. However smooth-
ing the distribution of ! is physically natural. The point is that in our weakly nonlinear
framework there is no mechanism to saturate the response to an external frequency if the
vortex profile develops a neutral normal mode. However in the original unscaled problem
nonlinearity will step in and limit the excursions of fluid particles. In fact if a vortex is
subjected to a single frequency p for a long time, there follows the development of cat’s
eyes of a width $1/2 in the vortex profile. This is the width of the resonance, limited
by the local gradient of angular velocity (which incidentally does not generate the same
fine scales as the vorticity profile). It is thus natural to limit ! to be smooth over scales
" = O($1/2). Similarly the di!usivity is dimensionally LU = O($3/2) for motion across
a cat’s eye of width L = O($1/2) with velocity U = O($): however this is on the short t
time scale and corresponds to a limit ! = O($"1/2) on the long % time scale.

In short it is natural to introduce a parameter " of order $1/2 and to use it to smooth
the e!ective di!usivity over scales " and cap at values ""1. We normalise by the scalar
di!usivity in order not to cap the algebraic growth of ! for large r, which is reasonable
as this is the true e!ect of random strain, with its growing velocity field as r # $. As
we do not have any more systematic way to estimate " and its dependence on radius and
time, we will take it constant for each run and explore the consequences as it is reduced.

Another view of our results and the e!ect of the choice of " is shown in figure 3.
These panels depict the evolution of the vorticity gradient &r'(r, %) (left) and e!ective
di!usivity !(r, %) (right) in space-time or ‘butterfly’ diagrams. The three cases correspond
to those shown in figure 2. In (a) the parameter " is largest and we have some outgoing
ripples and the formation of a sharp edge to the vortex, whereas in (b,c) we see the
formation of a staircase, of finer and finer scales as " is reduced. As % increases so steps
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Figure 5. Space-time diagram of the evolution of the perturbation vorticity gradient !y"(y, #)
(left panels) and the e!ective di!usivity $(y, #) (right panels), plotted in grey scales in the
(#, y)-plane for (a) % = 0.2, (b) % = 0.1, (c) % = 0.05, (d) % = 0.02, (e) % = 0.01 and (f) % = 0.005.
The grey scale coding is capped at the level of 4, corresponding to black; zero is white. The
ranges are !2 " y " 2 (vertical) and 0 " # " 1 (horizontal), except for (a) 0 " # " 4 and (b)
0 " # " 2.

Randomly strained two-dimensional vortices 9

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Space-time diagram of the evolution of the vorticity gradient, !!r"(r, #), (left) panels
and e!ective di!usivity $(r, #) (right panels), plotted in grey scales in the (#, r)-plane for (a)
% = 0.02, (b) % = 0.015 and (c) % = 0.01, The grey scale coding is capped at levels !!r" = 0.25,
$ = 4, corresponding to black; zero is white. The ranges are 0 " r " 5 (vertical) and 0 " # " 0.5
(horizontal).

are lost through merger, or through vorticity being stripped to infinity. Finally we note
that while smoothing ! over scale " is crucial as it limits the scale of the formation of
steps, capping the value of ! is less important. A number of ways of doing this (including
not doing so) were explored, and gave results that are very similar: the choice only
changes just how flat the vorticity steps are, not their formation nor their merger and
stripping.

3. Random strain in the BLSY model
For the Gaussian vortex we observed a clear range of radii where the e!ective di!usivity

is enhanced, and where steps in the profile emerge and merge. The core of the vortex
(for example 0 ! r ! 2) is relatively unscathed. This suggests exploiting an asymptotic
model in which a vortex core is specified and fine scale vorticity then followed on its
periphery. Fortunately such a model exists and is derived in BLSY. The starting point
is a compact vortex, for example a Rankine vortex, with vorticity strictly zero at some
radius, the edge of the vortex. The vortex is assumed to support a neutral, normal mode
whose critical layer, where fluid particles co-rotate with the mode, lies at a radius rc

lying outside the vortex. The model consists of an ODE for the complex amplitude of
the normal mode and a PDE for the evolution of weak vorticity in the thin critical layer
about the radius rc. This model captures at a qualitative level many phenomena that

vorticity gradient effective diffusion

Gaussian case from earlier
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and the fourth term (D) are of order k only, and we neglect these in comparison with
terms of order k2. The second term (B) is

!"2
y #$ = !µk2! sin ky, (4.36)

which is the usual di!usion of the perturbation, while the third term (C) involves the
leading, order k2 quantity

"y #! " 2%µk2m2|M(my)|4w(my)[(my ! Lr(my)) cos ky ! Li(my) sin ky]. (4.37)

Now plainly the cos ky term here gives wave motion, but the sin ky term can give growth
or decay. Combining terms from (B) and (C) gives the (real) growth rate of the mode as

& = !k2!! 2%k2m2|M(my)|4w(my)Li(my)(1 + "y$). (4.38)

Using the definition of ! from (3.2) and Li from (4.18), this can finally be written in the
form

&(y) =
!(y)2k2

m2w(my)
!
Li(my)2 ! (my ! Lr(my))2

"
. (4.39)

Thus we have a highly unstable behaviour, with wave number k possessing an order k2

growth rate if this term is positive, i.e. if Li is su"ciently large. For the initial condition
of a constant gradient $ # 0 we have Lr = 0, Li = !%, giving formula (3.5) with
amplification of modes in the range |y| < %/m. Note that while the limitations of such a
local theory of instability are well-known, the calculation is instructive as simple means
to understand the behaviour seen numerically. In fact the range of y for which modes are
predicted to grow is in fair agreement with the emergence of fine scales in figure 5.

5. Theory and numerical method for a Gaussian vortex
5.1. Analytical development

We start with the governing equations (2.1–2.4) and for ' $ 1 introduce a long time
scale ( = '2t, with

)(y, t, () = )(y, () + ')̂(y, t, ()eim! + c. c.+ · · · , (5.1)
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Again dropping the hats yields equations for the fluctuating quantities

"t) + im+) + im,* = 0, !) = ("2
r + r!1"r ! r!2m2)* (5.3)

which evolve in the angular velocity field and background vorticity gradient given in (2.3)
in terms of the mean profile. On the longer, ( time scale, the mean profile obeys

"") + r!1"r(rF ) = 0, F = 2mr!1 Im%)*"&. (5.4)

Our aim again is to solve the fluctuating problem and then derive the feedback on the
mean profile, in a form suitable for numerical time stepping. In Laplace transform space
we have to solve
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local theory of instability are well-known, the calculation is instructive as simple means
to understand the behaviour seen numerically. In fact the range of y for which modes are
predicted to grow is in fair agreement with the emergence of fine scales in figure 5.
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and the fourth term (D) are of order k only, and we neglect these in comparison with
terms of order k2. The second term (B) is

!"2
y #$ = !µk2! sin ky, (4.36)

which is the usual di!usion of the perturbation, while the third term (C) involves the
leading, order k2 quantity

"y #! " 2%µk2m2|M(my)|4w(my)[(my ! Lr(my)) cos ky ! Li(my) sin ky]. (4.37)

Now plainly the cos ky term here gives wave motion, but the sin ky term can give growth
or decay. Combining terms from (B) and (C) gives the (real) growth rate of the mode as
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we give numerical results for this in the next section, with some analytical justification
in §4.3. In the BLSY model there is a range of radii for which a fine scale instability
can occur: a weak small-scale perturbation, wave number k ! 1, on the vorticity profile
has a growth rate proportional to k2. This e!ect, which is natural given the runaway
flattening process described above, gives results sensitive to grid scale, no matter what
the numerical scheme. The same e!ect appears to occur for the evolution of the Gaussian
vortex.

Therefore to obtain numerical results that have a clear mathematical setting, that
is are independent of resolution, we impose a cap on the values of the di!usivity, and
smooth the di!usivity over a small length scale. Specifically once we have computed !!(r)
from (2.8), we replace it by

! = !scalarG!F!(!!/!scalar), (2.10)

Here we first normalise ! using the scalar di!usivity, which grows with a power law
dependence in (2.9). The first operation then caps this at a level ""1,

F!(s) = ""1 tanh(s"), (2.11)

and the second smooths it over a scale of order "

(G!f)(s) = #"1/2""1

! !!

"!!
e"(s"s!)2/!2

f(s#) ds. (2.12)

This smoothing is taken over " = 3 standard deviations of the Gaussian, and is done
numerically from r = "" to r = r0 " "": this covers all the radii at which fine structure
develops and structure in the di!usivity and vorticity profile is prevented at scales smaller
than ".

Introducing a smoothing parameter in this way is not ideal, and the instabilities ob-
served strictly show that the multiple scale framework is breaking down. However smooth-
ing the distribution of ! is physically natural. The point is that in our weakly nonlinear
framework there is no mechanism to saturate the response to an external frequency if the
vortex profile develops a neutral normal mode. However in the original unscaled problem
nonlinearity will step in and limit the excursions of fluid particles. In fact if a vortex is
subjected to a single frequency p for a long time, there follows the development of cat’s
eyes of a width $1/2 in the vortex profile. This is the width of the resonance, limited
by the local gradient of angular velocity (which incidentally does not generate the same
fine scales as the vorticity profile). It is thus natural to limit ! to be smooth over scales
" = O($1/2). Similarly the di!usivity is dimensionally LU = O($3/2) for motion across
a cat’s eye of width L = O($1/2) with velocity U = O($): however this is on the short t
time scale and corresponds to a limit ! = O($"1/2) on the long % time scale.

In short it is natural to introduce a parameter " of order $1/2 and to use it to smooth
the e!ective di!usivity over scales " and cap at values ""1. We normalise by the scalar
di!usivity in order not to cap the algebraic growth of ! for large r, which is reasonable
as this is the true e!ect of random strain, with its growing velocity field as r # $. As
we do not have any more systematic way to estimate " and its dependence on radius and
time, we will take it constant for each run and explore the consequences as it is reduced.

Another view of our results and the e!ect of the choice of " is shown in figure 3.
These panels depict the evolution of the vorticity gradient &r'(r, %) (left) and e!ective
di!usivity !(r, %) (right) in space-time or ‘butterfly’ diagrams. The three cases correspond
to those shown in figure 2. In (a) the parameter " is largest and we have some outgoing
ripples and the formation of a sharp edge to the vortex, whereas in (b,c) we see the
formation of a staircase, of finer and finer scales as " is reduced. As % increases so steps
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Nature of fine-scale instability in BLSY model

• can add a weak, fine-scale perturbation to a uniform profile 

• linearise and look at growth rate in BLSY model

• local growth rate 

• very unstable growth for

• arises from term                               in

• kappa always positive although k^2 growth rate
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are only qualitative. The key di!erence appears to be that in the BLSY model the critical
layer is embedded in an infinitely wide vorticity gradient, on the appropriate small scale
y, as is clear in figure 4. The gradient traps the vorticity staircase, while the e!ective
di!usivity !(y) drops away on either side (figure 1(b)). This matches the behaviour for
the Gaussian vortex around r = 4, but there the random strain field takes over for
increasing radii and the e!ective di!usivity increases again, as seen in figure 1(a). This
tends to make the Gaussian picture asymmetrical, and allows vorticity to be stripped to
infinity, not possible in the BLSY model. (Note that there is some symmetry breaking
in the numerical runs in figure 5: the mathematical problem is strictly symmetric in y,
but instabilities soon break this, whether seeded by rounding or truncation error, or by
initialising " with weak noise, as we do.)

We observe from figure 5 that as the smoothing parameter # is reduced we obtain finer
scales in the problem, and a more rapid onset of the growth of steps, over a very clearly
defined range of y values. At first this suggests a ‘negative di!usion’ type instability with
a growth rate increasing with wave number k of the initial fluctuations, perhaps as O(k2).
However in our simulations !(y) ! 0 at all times, and also !(r) ! 0 in the Gaussian case.
Instead the e!ect arises through the term ($y!)$y(y + ") from expanding the di!usive
term $y(!$y(y + ")) in (3.1) as we now explain.

Suppose we start a linear vorticity profile % = y in the BLSY model, and add on a
weak fine scale vorticity distribution "(y) = µ sin ky with µ " 1 and k # 1. Now the
corresponding ! will also be perturbed from (3.3) with a component of magnitude µ
and wave number k. By calculating this it can be shown that at a point y the original
disturbance will have a local growth rate of

&(y) $ k2m2(m2y2 + '2)!2w(my)('2 %m2y2), (3.5)
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and so the disturbance grows with a growth rate proportional to k2 (similar to a ‘negative
di!usivity’ instability but without ! changing sign) in the band y ! "/m. The presence
of a band is seen clearly in figure 5 (lower, left panels), perhaps a little narrower than the
range indicated, presumably because of nonlinear e!ects that will occur most quickly at
the centre, but have a wider influence.

This calculation is detailed in more generality below in §4.3. We believe this also gives
an interpretation for the formation of fine scales in the Gaussian vortex as # " 0, and
think it is likely that there is a range of radii at which this can occur. It would be
interesting to determine the range, but we do not know how to do this.

4. Theory and numerical method for the BLSY model
4.1. Analytical development

We now outline the theory for di!usion in the randomly forced BLSY model and refer
the reader to this paper for a derivation and detailed description. Here we set down the
equations, which comprise an ODE for $(t), the complex amplitude of the normal mode
that rides on the compact vortex core, and a PDE for the vorticity %(y, &, t) in the critical
layer,

't% + y'!% + 'y(y + %)'!$ = 0, (4.1)

i't$̂ = (q(t) + P
! !

"!
dy

"
d&

2"
%e"im!, (4.2)

$(&, t) = $̂(t)eim! + c. c. (4.3)
In (4.1) y is a scaled inwardly pointing radial coordinate with y = 0 corresponding to the
centre of the critical layer. The vorticity in the layer is y + %(y, &, t), and is transported
because of the angular velocity of the vortex, the y'!% term, and because of radial motion
from the normal mode via the term involving the flow '!$. This flow is simply linked
by (4.3) to the amplitude $̂(t) of the normal mode, governed by the ODE (4.2). In this
ODE the weak external random flow (q(t) is present, plus a feedback from the vorticity
in the critical layer involving a principal value integral over y.

We exploit the limit ( " 0 by introducing a long time scale ) = (2t, and a weakly
nonlinear expansion

%(y, t, )) = %(y, )) + (%̂(y, t, ))eim! + c. c.+ · · · . (4.4)

(Note that the parameter ( is not linked to the ( in BLSY: we have a long time scale
on top of their long time scale!) Replacing $̂ by ($̂, on the fast t time scale we have the
system

't%̂ + imy%̂ + (1 + 'y%)im$̂ = 0, (4.5)

i't$̂ = q + P
! !

"!
dy %̂. (4.6)

This gives advection of vorticity fluctuations on a mean, background distribution y + %
that depends on y but does not vary with time t, that is not on the short time scale. On
the longer ) time scale we have a conservation equation for the mean profile

'"% + 'yF = 0, F = 2m Im#%̂$̂#$. (4.7)

Here the brackets denote both an average over the short t time scale as well as an
ensemble average over the distribution of random flow amplitude q(t). We from now on
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Links to other work: PV steps and banded flows

• McIntyre 1982, Dritschel/McIntyre 2007
t = 0 t = 10

t = 30 t = 84

Figure 5: Simulation of a quasigeostrophic shallow-water turbulent flow in a channel
(see text, Section 4). Time evolves to the right and downward, as labelled in units of
4!/|q!|max. That is, the eddy turnaround time is unity for the initial maximum PV
anomaly.
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strongest vortices are only just below threshold. Of course if the staircase is formed
by Rossby wave breaking alone, then its strongest vortices initially have the same
strengths as the material eroded from the barrier, which is automatically at or below
threshold.

4 Some decay experiments that illustrate the PV
Phillips e!ect

To the extent that the PV Phillips e!ect is generic, it ought to be possible to demon-
strate the resulting tendency toward inhomogeneous PV mixing in turbulence-decay
experiments, with initial conditions statistically uniform in y.

Of course many such experiments have been done in the past, including the orig-
inal Rhines (1975) experiments; but for various reasons (including early limitations
on numerical resolution, and the privileging of power-spectral diagnostics over, for
instance, PV maps) there has not always been a clear distinction between persistent
jets produced by inhomogeneous PV mixing on the one hand and transient, migrat-
ing jets in the form of zonally-long Rossby waves on the other. Also, both computer
power and new numerical techiques now provide an opportunity to carry out such
experiments at Reynolds numbers and e!ective resolutions vastly higher than before.

To our knowledge, however, a systematic study has yet to be completed at the
level of today’s state of the art. One reason is the di"culty of getting beyond the
simple positive-feedback heuristic and of quantifying the wave–turbulence interplay
in this situation, including the role of Rossby-wave radiation stresses. In the present
review, therefore, we limit ourselves to just one illustrative example that shows the
PV Phillips e!ect particularly clearly. The example is taken from an ongoing series
of numerical experiments to be reported elswhere. These simulate freely decaying
quasigeostrophic shallow water turbulence in a beta-plane channel, starting with ran-
dom vortices on an approximately uniform background PV gradient !. The exper-
iments use a very accurate “contour-advective semi-Lagrangian” (CASL) algorithm
(Dritschel and Ambaum 1997, Dritschel et al. 1999) able to simulate extraordinarily
complex ultra-high Reynolds flows with great e"ciency.

Not all such experiments provide equally clear illustrations of the PV Phillips
e!ect. The tendency for PV mixing to be inhomogeneous is always seen, but has
been found to range from very weak to very strong depending upon parameter values.
The dependence is not only upon the background PV gradient and initial turbulent
energy but also, more sensitively than we had expected, upon the Rossby length LD.
This may well be bound up with variations in the radiation-stress field related to
variations in Rossby-wave excitation and dispersion.

The experiment shown here is conducted in a channel of non-dimensional width
and length 2" with LD = 1. Free-slip boundary conditions apply at y = ±", and the
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Giant planets (?)

• Scott and Polvani 2007

• forced dissipative shallow water 
equations on a sphere

time) forcing to ! for steady forcing. The energy growth
is approximately linear up to t " 500 (i.e., 500 planetary
rotations). The actual total energy transferred upscale,
#, in other words, the energy input #0 minus the energy
lost to the small-scale hyperdiffusion, can be calculated
from the slopes of the lines, giving # between about
0.4#0 and 0.45#0. Increasing the distance in spectral
space between the input scale and truncation wavenum-
ber results in a greater fraction of #0 being transferred
upscale, but reduces the separation between the large
scales and the input scale.

The light lines in Fig. 1 show the “azonal” component
of the energy, arising from spectral modes for which
m $ n/5. [Note that this definition differs from that of
Huang et al. (2001, their Fig. 1), where the azonal sector
comprised “segment” wavenumbers. The current defi-
nition includes all isotropic wavenumbers, only exclud-
ing wavenumbers near the zonal axis, and is a more
natural representation of the eddy field.] The azonal
kinetic energy is a much larger fraction of the total
energy for the cases with cr ! 10: over a third of the
energy is contained in the azonal modes, compared
with less than a tenth for cr " 100. In other words, a
larger fraction of the energy input into the system re-
mains in the eddy modes, and hence at small scales,
before organizing into zonal modes. In turn, more en-
ergy at small scales implies stronger dissipation by the
small-scale hyperdiffusion, which accounts for the sys-
tematic reduction in # with decreasing cr. Examination
of the spatial dependence of the vorticity field (not
shown) for the steady and %-correlated cases confirms
that there is a more active eddy field in the latter case.

Since steady forcing is difficult to motivate physi-
cally, we conducted our main calculations using the val-
ues cr " 10 and cr " 0. In fact, despite the small differ-
ences at early times, the longtime behavior is very simi-
lar between these two choices, and so we report only
the case cr " 0.

Of course, there are many other factors that deter-
mine the form of the energy injection: the forcing could
be applied to the divergence or height fields rather than
the vorticity field, as here; it could also be applied in
physical space rather than in spectral space; it could be
designed as a representation of outflow from convec-
tive systems, or of the stirring induced by a horizontal
shear instability; the scale of the forcing and the spec-
tral or physical space distribution must also be chosen.
A detailed study of these factors is beyond the scope of
the present work.

b. Large-scale dissipation

One of the commonest mechanisms for removing en-
ergy in forced turbulence is a linear drag, or Rayleigh

friction. Figure 2a shows the time evolution of the zonal
mean zonal velocity for a typical case. Zonal jets (light
denotes eastward) quickly form and reach a quasi equi-
librium, with very small and gradual drift of the jets
over time. The total energy reaches equilibrium by
about t " 104 days.

Undoubtedly, the biggest motivation for using Ray-
leigh friction in turbulence studies is that it provides a
simple closure for the total energy of the system. For a
given net energy input # and a Rayleigh friction coef-
ficient &l (in the notation of section 3), the total equili-
brated energy in the barotropic system is given by E "
#/2&l. This closure allows a certain amount of analytic
progress in the barotropic case and enables the Rhines
scale to be predicted from (7) a priori for a given forc-
ing and dissipation strength (e.g., Danilov and Gurarie
2002; Smith 2004).

FIG. 2. Zonal velocity vs latitude and time for large-scale dissi-
pation modeled by Rayleigh friction, with energy input and fric-
tion coefficient (#0, &l) " '(0.1 ( 10)6, 10)4), with multiplier (a)
' " 1 and (b) ' " 10; deformation radius LD " 10. The total
energy in each case is approximately the same. Gray scale is nor-
malized according to the rms value, with light (dark) shade indi-
cating eastward (westward) flow.
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LD ! 0.1, 0.03, and 0.01 (corresponding to Figs. 7c–e).
Zonal jets are identified with bands of vorticity of al-
ternating sign. In the PV field, the zonal jets appear as
sharp jumps separating regions of almost zero PV gra-
dient, where the corresponding zonal velocity is nega-
tive. The zonal mean PV profile (see Fig. 10) thus re-
sembles a “staircase,” and this structure is a well-known
signature of PV mixing by the small-scale turbulent
eddy field (Dritschel and McIntyre 2007; Dunkerton
and Scott 2007; McIntyre 1982). As a result of this PV
structure, the velocity profile exhibits an east–west
asymmetry with strong, narrow eastward jets at the PV
jumps separated by weak, broad westward jets between
the jumps (see, e.g., Fig. 6c). We note that in all the
simulations discussed in the preceding sections the
presence of zonal jets is robustly accompanied by a
staircase structure in the PV. The PV staircase is
equivalent to a sawtooth structure in the relative vor-
ticity, comprising broad regions of constant vorticity
gradient separated by sharp jumps (e.g., Danilov and
Gurarie 2004, for "-plane turbulence).

Figure 9 also shows how the zonality of the jets weak-

ens with decreasing LD. For LD ! 0.1, the jets are
almost perfectly zonal at all latitudes. For LD ! 0.03,
jets at low latitudes are zonal whereas those at high
latitudes are increasingly undular. Even poleward of
60° however, the PV contours remain intact and en-
circle the polar cap, despite being highly distorted. For

FIG. 10. Zonal mean potential vorticity vs latitude for the case
#0 ! 1.0 $ 10%6 and (a)–(c) LD ! 0.1, 0.03, and 0.01.

FIG. 9. (a)–(c) Potential vorticity and (d)–(f) vorticity fields at t ! 20 000 days for the case #0 ! 0.1 $ 10%6 and LD ! (a),(d) 0.1, (b),(e)
0.03, and (c),(f) 0.01. Polar Lambert equal area projection. Light shading correspond to positive vorticity and high PV. In (a)–(c) the
contour interval is 0.03 $ 4& and the highest bold contour is 1.05 $ 4& (nondimensional units).
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the Uranus/Neptune case, the potential vorticity is well
mixed all the way out to !45°, where there are sym-
metric prograde jets, which are highly zonal.

In section 5, equatorial confinement was found to
occur for LD below around 0.03. Consistent with this,

the jets in the Jupiter and Saturn simulations are also
restricted in latitude and the equatorial flow is consid-
erably stronger than that at higher latitudes. However,
we have found that at all LD for which there is equa-
torial confinement, the equatorial flow is retrograde
while prograde equatorial jets only occur at larger LD

[in the barotropic system, LD ! ", prograde and ret-
rograde jets appear with equal likelihood (Dunkerton
and Scott 2007)]. Further, as LD decreases the zonal jets
at high latitudes become increasingly undular. In con-
trast, jets on the giant planets appear remarkably zonal
even at high latitudes. Thus it does not appear that
low-latitude confinement due to small LD is the reason
for the stronger equatorial flow of the giant planets.

From Figs. 13 and 14 it appears that adding a spatially
uniform, homogeneous forcing does not change signifi-
cantly the key features that emerge in the freely decay-
ing calculations of Cho and Polvani (1996b), notably
the uniformly retrograde jets at the equator. In another
article in this special issue Showman (2007) presents
shallow-water calculations representative of the Jovian
atmosphere, using a model of thermal convection as

FIG. 13. Mean zonal velocity vs latitude for three simulations
with planetary parameters: (a) Jupiter (Ro # 0.002, LD # 0.025),
(b) Saturn (Ro # 0.013, LD # 0.025), and (c) Uranus/Neptune
(Ro # 0.06, LD # 0.1).

FIG. 14. (a)–(c) Potential vorticity and (d)–(f) vorticity for the three simulations with planetary parameters: (left) Jupiter, (middle)
Saturn, and (right) Uranus/Neptune. Shading is same as in Fig. 9.
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Our study

• Euler equation with random forcing

• systematic mathematical derivation: mixing linked to stability - novel

• obtained creation and merger of vorticity steps

• no assumptions about feedback or damping

• but had to specify random forcing (doesn’t matter that much)

• and had to smooth profiles to make problem well posed and avoid fine-scale 
instability  



Further directions

• obtain the effect in brute-force numerical simulations: (?PhD project)

•      compare with theory and obtain insights into appropriate smoothing

•      other flows (e.g. on a sphere, deep or shallow)

• ingredients in our work: 

• mean profile, forced externally, stability problem for each frequency, feedback on 
the profile

• possible geophysical/astrophysical applications - any interest? 

• more theoretical underpinning of work of Dritschel, McIntyre, Scott, Polvani,...



The end....


